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From the Chairman

Lots of change at the EBU
by Jeremy Dhondy

T

he EBU is always looking for ways to
improve services to members. One is the
EBU Shop that provides a range of bridge
supplies to members and non-members alike.
Graham Smith, one of the EBU directors,
recently headed a comprehensive review of the
shop and made some interesting discoveries. Our
headline prices without discounts seemed
uncompetitive and a lot of members and clubs
bought their supplies elsewhere!
The solution was simple and it will yield benefits
for everyone. We have decided to reposition and rebrand the shop in line with its core functions of
providing bridge supplies to the widest number of
members at the lowest possible prices.
The new name of the shop is The Bridge
Warehouse and it is launched with the promise of
lowest prices wherever possible. Existing members
will still get the best prices and extra revenues
generated from new customers will go to the EBU to
benefit the game of bridge in this country.
Don’t take my word for it, please go to the shop
and see for yourself. Tell all your partners and get
your own club to buy from The Bridge Warehouse –
‘the first and only choice for all bridge players’.

OUR SURVEY SAYS . . .
Thank you to all members who completed the
recent magazine survey. Useful things came out of it
and changes are planned for the magazine over the
next few months. Starting from the next issue, the
pages given to County News will be online in one
section while we gauge feedback. The survey
showed that many people now go to their county
website for news and very few read more than their
own county column.
Counties will still be encouraged to submit stories
which are relevant and interesting to a wider
audience, and these will feature as news items. This
will release several pages for other articles of broad
appeal. More details on page 52.
A number of readers indicated that they might
switch to the online version if it were made easier to
www.ebu.co.uk
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do so and we will be looking at that over the next
few issues but meanwhile there is a commitment to
keep going with the printed magazine. Feedback
suggested there are still many who would prefer a
printed copy and perceive it as a benefit of
membership. The editor will also be looking to
expand the range of contributors and articles so
watch this space for news of that over the next few
issues.

THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW
I mentioned the new Laws of Bridge last time and
they are complete and being printed now. In
England they will apply from 1st August so the
Summer Meeting (have you entered yet?) will be the
first major event to be held using them. The EBU
will be running training for TDs and details can be
found on the EBU website. If you want to know
more the EBU has produced a short video found at
www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/new-laws-2017.
Previous videos covering aspects of the laws will
be updated to take into account any changes. The
printed copy of the laws is available from The
Bridge Warehouse. You may prefer an online
version which is available now, and free.

A NEW WAY OF LEARNING
EBED is getting close to publication of its new
product mentioned in the last issue Fast Track
Bridge. Details will be available on its website,
www.ebedcio.org.uk. The idea is not to replace
existing teaching courses but to supplement them
with something designed to get learners to the table
more quickly. Most people actually want to play and
practise the game and this course is designed to help
them do that. It will probably be taught in different
ways such as 12 two-hour lessons or perhaps in a
weekend. There is further information on page 48.

WELCOME
It’s good to see new clubs joining the EBU, so a
warm welcome to those who have recently affiliated:
Castle Cary (Somerset), Poulton (Lancs), Sonera
(Middx), Hailsham (Sussex), and Settle (Yorks). r
June 2017 English Bridge
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Double, Bid or Pass?
After partner has passed . . .

click

by Andrew Robson

Y

ou open the bidding and are disappointed
when partner passes (perhaps this
disappointment suggests that partner should
strain to respond on marginal hands, but that’s
another story). Right-hand opponent reopens and
you have another turn. That’s the subject of this
issue’s column.
You are North and the auction has proceeded:
West
1´

North
1t
?

East
Pass

South
Pass

Here are four possible hands for you to hold and
my question is

DOUBLE, BID OR PASS?
Hand A
´Q32
™J52
tAK32
®AQ3

´
™
t
®

Hand C
QJ6
4
AQ8432
AQ3

´
™
t
®

Hand B
6
KJ7
AJ7432
AKJ

Hand D
´ AQ3
™K
tAKQ932
® J54

With Hand A, you should certainly pass. The only
possible bid is 1NT but where are your tricks? A
1NT bid in this auction should show a really good
16 (lots of tricks such as a five-card suit, lots of tens
and nines) up to 19 points. Note there is no
balanced hand that would jump to 2NT – partner
could have absolutely nothing.
With Hand B, you should double – for take-out.
‘Partner, you know I like diamonds best, because I
bid them; but I also have three or perhaps four cards
in hearts and clubs. And I have a good hand –
perhaps 16+ points.’
6
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Second choice would be 2t but the key in this
auction is to enable partner to compete to the
3-level over the anticipated 2´ by E/W. If partner
has a five-card heart or club suit, you’ll want him to
compete. A take-out double is the way.
Hand C has a very dangerous spade holding for
any positive action, for the defence will probably
start ´A-K followed by a spade ruff. Also, bidding
2t may enable E/W to locate a heart fit. If partner
cannot dredge up a bid, you’ll probably be best
defending 1´, feeble though it appears.
Hand D contains the same shape as C but with so
much more playing strength. I rather like a semiconstructive, semi-preemptive jump to 2NT. Note
that this bid has to be unbalanced and based on a
diamond trick-source, for there is no balanced hand
that should jump to 2NT in this auction – see A.
You might steal +120 (on a spade lead) when the
opponents can make a lot of hearts.
One layout proves little but look at this deal
featuring Hand B.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
´ 6
™ KJ7
tAJ7432
®AKJ
AKJ75
´ Q84
N
Q 10 8
™ A642
W
E
K8
t Q 10 9 5
S
975
® 86
´ 10 9 3 2
™ 953
t6
® Q 10 4 3 2

West
1´
All Pass

North
1t
Dble

East
Pass
2´

South
Pass
3®

www.ebu.co.uk

East-West would have made eight tricks in spades
(but not nine). Going one down in 3® would have
been good bridge. South wanted to do one trick
better, with a really cunning ‘mid-play’.
West cashed ´A and switched cleverly to ™10, (on
™8, declarer can play ™7 from dummy, using the
power of ™9 to bring out East’s ™A and promote
™K-J). Trick two went ™10-J-A-3, East continuing
with ™2-5-8-K. Declarer now started on dummy’s
diamonds.
At trick four, declarer cashed tA and ruffed t2,
noting West’s tK. He led ®3 to ®A and led t3.
With which club should he ruff?

REDUCING THE ROUNDS OF TRUMPS

The only winning play is to ruff with the ®4 – yes,
allowing West to overruff. Declarer reasoned that if
West had no more diamonds, he rated to have three
clubs (5´-3™-2t-3®); he was happy to see West
overruff and go down to one club. West did
overruff, perhaps with the air of, ‘I think you’ve
made a mistake, declarer’. He cashed ™Q and led ´K
(best). Declarer ruffed with dummy’s ®J, ruffed t4
high and could now cross to ®K, drawing the two
remaining clubs and enjoy the tJ. Nine tricks made.
Note that if West had refused to overruff ®4,
declarer has a high cross-ruff, scoring seven club
tricks, a heart and a diamond.
Don’t you love that low ruff, forcing West to
commit and enabling you to adapt to his choice.
Ruff high and it is you who have to commit, fatally.
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Tip: Remember the second-round double.
This involves partner more than a simple
repeat of your opening suit would – singing
the same song twice. r
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If you could add one thing . .
Lebensohl against Weak Two Openings
click

by Neil Rosen

link

P

eople have always battled when defending
against weak two bids. I always advise:

a)Not to panic
b)To defend as if they had opened at the onelevel and make your bid accordingly – ie
double, bid a suit or bid no trumps in exactly
the same manner.

A clear area for improvement however is to
incorporate Lebensohl-type ideas into responding
to partner’s take-out double of a weak two bid.
Consider the following:
´
™
t
®

If your opponent opens 2™ (weak) you have an
easy double. What would you do if partner then bid
3®? 3NT might be easy (Hand A below) whereas
even 3® might be a struggle facing some weak
hands (Hand B below). In other words it all depends
on partner’s hand – yet you can’t see it when
making your next decision!

Hand B
´ 862
™ 853
t 10 4
®K8765

HOW ON EARTH DO YOU KNOW?
Use Lebensohl responses to partner’s double
of a weak two bid
After your partner doubles a weak two bid use the
following:
a) A response at the 2-level is natural and nonforcing and non-invitational (0 - 7/8 approx)
8
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c) A bid at the 3-level is constructive but nonforcing – approx 8-11 HCP (with only eight
points I would want a 5-card suit).
d) Bidding 2NT followed by three of a new suit
above their suit is invitational.
e) Jumping in a new suit is forcing to game.
Here are some examples after 2™-Dble-Pass-?

AJ73
74
AK97
AQ4

Hand A
´ 862
™ A53
t 10 4
®KJ876

b) A bid of 2NT forces 3® from the doubler (unless
they are very strong, about 19+ approx). After
the 3® relay you can either pass with clubs or
correct to your actual suit. Again about 0-7/8 HCP.

Hand C
´ Q862
™ 753
tA974
®76

Bid 2´ – natural and nonforcing.

Hand D
´ QJ862
™ 75
tA974
®K6

Bid 2NT, then 3´ over
partner’s
likely
3®
conversion. This is natural
and invitational.

Hand E
´ 862
™ Q5
tQ97
®Q8532

Bid 2NT, intending to pass the
3® conversion. This shows
between 0 and 7/8 points.

Hand F
´ 862
™ K5
tAJ974
®Q85

Bid 3t. This shows real
values, about 8-11 points, so
partner can judge whether to
bid or not. Should partner bid
on it could be a new suit
which would now be game forcing. For instance a
3´ bid would suggest a hand too strong to overcall
2´ on the first round – perhaps five spades and 17+
points. A new bid of 3™ (the enemy suit) would be
forcing and asking for a heart stopper.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand G
´ QJ6
™ K5
tAQJ74
®985

Bid 3NT. You are too strong
to
merely
bid
a
constructive/invitational 3t.

There is of course an enormous amount of work
that individual partnerships can put into this area
to really tighten up their agreements. The use of
jump bids and cue-bids allow for a tremendous
number of possibilities – I don’t intend to go
through them all here – I’m just trying to provide
you with food for thought!

LEBENSOHL RESPONSES WHEN DEFENDING
THE MULTI 2t
Again I’m not going to go into a major review of
defence vs the dreaded Multi. Suffice to say they
usually have a weak two in hearts or spades. Here
are some thoughts:

Hand H
´ QJ62
™5
tKJ74
®A985

West
2t
Pass

North
Pass
Dble

East
2™
Pass

North

East

South

2t

Dble

2™/´

?

a) 2NT (asking partner to bid 3®) would show a
competing only hand – a 5- or 6-card suit and
about 5-7 HCPs as a general guideline.
With this hand you could bid
2NT – safe in the knowledge
that partner would dutifully
bid 3® (unless 19+). There
would be no danger now of
mis-representing the strength
of this hand – whereas with standard methods you
would still bid 3® but partner would have to work
out with, say, a 15 count whether you had this 6point hand or perhaps 10 points or more. I know
this – I’ve been there!
´
™
t
®

54
K73
84
QJ8432

b) Bidding a new suit at the 3-level is natural and
constructive but non–forcing (8-11)

A. When holding a
shortage in one major I

would suggest passing over
the 2t opener with a view to
doubling their major when
they unwind if it is the suit
you hold shortage in – hearts
in the given example – for takeout at the next
opportunity (I would double at both the 2- and 3level quite happily). If it turns out they have a weak
two in spades or a stronger variation of the Multi it
will probably be prudent to remain silent
throughout the auction. If you do double on the
next round at the 2-level then Lebensohl responses
can apply in exactly the same way I detailed over
their direct weak two opening earlier. So:

West

´
™
t
®

West

North

East

South

2t

Dble

2™/´

?

A4
873
AQ764
843

With 10 points you can bid a
constructive
(invitational)
3t. Partner can pass or, if
upper-range, can bid on to a
game contract (3NT is often
the favourite here).

I firmly believe that incorporating Lebensohlstyle responses into your defence to weak twos and
the Multi 2t is one of the most significant areas of
development to arrive on the scene for decades. r

Check out Neil’s quiz online, page 67

South
Pass
?

Now you can use the Lebensohl arrangements
detailed earlier with 3®/t being constructive and
using 2NT for weaker hands.

B. When holding a balanced hand the most
common treatment is to double the 2t opener
(showing 12-15 balanced, or a big hand, 19+ or
thereabouts). Again we can use Lebensohl type
responses to this:

www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay
The Gentle Art of Counting
click

by Paul Bowyer

link

T

his article is all about how to make lucky
guesses when faced with 50-50 propositions.
Or is it luck? Maybe the odds can be swung
in your favour. Take the hand below, for instance.

Hand 1. South
plays in 3NT. West
leads the ™A.

´
™
t
®

AJ8
10 9 6
A Q 10 6
743
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K 10 4
753
KJ83
AK6

You play in a normal enough 3NT reached after
the following unremarkable bidding:
West
Pass
Pass

North
Pass
2NT

East
Pass
Pass

South
1NT
3NT

West kicks off with the four top hearts (East
following for three rounds) and then, unhelpfully,
switches to a club. An essential count of top tricks
reveals you have eight on top – the hand is all about
locating the ´Q. Yep, it’s a Find the Lady hand.
Where is she lurking? Well, you can delay matters by
cashing some diamonds if you like but the key issue
is which way to finesse spades; you have a classic
two-way finesse.
You might, were you that way inclined, stare for
ages at the ceiling for inspiration before taking a
view on the spade layout. Alternatively, you might
analyse the curious incident of the bidding and
realise that the finesse is not a guess after all. But
East-West did nothing in the bidding! Ah – and that
is the curious incident. (My thanks to Arthur Conan
Doyle for that one).
10 English Bridge June 2017

Note that West Passed as dealer and has turned up
with the ™A-K-Q-J. Can he really have the ´Q as
well? That would give him 12 points and few players
pass with that as dealer these days. Accordingly, you
cash the ´A and confidently run the Jack through
East. Here was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
753
AKQJ
752
10 9 5

AJ8
10 9 6
A Q 10 6
743
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q962
842
94
QJ82

K 10 4
753
KJ83
AK6

Now that you have seen the theme (that of
counting the opponents’ points) you may take more
careful inferences from the opponents’ silence in the
auction. Try this one, played in a modest part-score:

Hand 2. South
plays in 3t. West
leads the ®A.

´
™
t
®

KJ4
Q J 10
Q5
96532
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

86
975
A K 10 8 6 4 2
Q

www.ebu.co.uk

West

North
Pass
Pass

Pass

East
Pass
Pass

South
3t

Your third-in-hand pre-empt scoops the pool and
you are left in 3t. West attempts to cash the ®A-K
and you ruff the second round. You can see eight
easy winners (seven diamonds and a slow heart)
and the hand all revolves around the spade guess.
When, eventually, you lead a spade to dummy are
you going to play the king or the jack? Decisions,
decisions…
Anyway, you ruff the second club and draw
trumps in two rounds, East starting with tJ-x. You
are in no hurry to test the waters in spades so you
first play a heart. East takes the King and persists in
clubs. You ruff and play another heart, taken by
East’s Ace. Back comes a fourth club, East having
started with ®J-x-x-x.
Right, the moment of truth. You have a winning
heart on the table but have to play a spade now,
while you are in the right hand to do so. West plays
low with just the right degree of nonchalance and
you play…?
Well, it’s easy to lose track of a hand, especially
where you have flitted from suit to suit, even more
so when you read through the play quickly.
However, concentration and counting are
paramount. Here, East (a passed hand, don’t forget)
has turned up with the ™A-K and two minor-suit
jacks. He may have the ´Q but he certainly cannot
have the ´A. So you confidently call for dummy’s
´K and record your contract when the full deal
turns out to be this:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A97
8632
93
A K 10 8

KJ43
Q J 10
Q5
9653
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q 10 5 2
AK4
J7
J742

86
975
A K 10 8 6 4 2
Q

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 66
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Fiction

Bertie Bellis’s Poor Choice
by David Bird

‘G

oodness me!’ exclaimed the Headmaster.
‘What a poor attendance this evening.
Only five tables.’
‘The first cricket XI are playing Mill Hill today,’
the Reverend Benson replied. ‘I was quite tempted
to watch the closing stages of the match myself.’
The Headmaster glared across the table. Did a
regular commitment to a bridge partnership mean
nothing nowadays? Had Benson really considered
leaving his long-term partner to face an empty
chair? That would be average minus on every board.
‘Still, we can hear about it from Peter and Norris,’
Benson continued. ‘I understand that Norris left his
German class with some set work, so he could start
watching in the early afternoon.’
The Headmaster’s eyes bulged. He would have
some words to say about that! Play started and this
was an early board against two fifth-formers:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ 63
™ A852
t K82
® KQJ9
Q85
´ 72
N
Q J 10 9 7
™ K63
W
E
J 10 5
t A963
S
73
® A852
´ A K J 10 9 4
™ 4
t Q74
® 10 6 4

West
Stephen
Wall
Pass
All Pass

North
Reverend
Benson
1®
1NT

East
Roland
Leavis
Pass
Pass

South
The
Headmaster
1´
4´

The Headmaster won the heart lead in dummy
and finessed the ´J, losing to the queen. After
12 English Bridge June 2017
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ruffing the heart continuation, he drew the
remaining trumps and played a club to the king.
Roland Leavis surveyed the scene through his hornrimmed spectacles. Steve’s ®7 suggested he might
hold a doubleton. In that case he would have to hold
up the ®A for two rounds to prevent the
Headmaster from taking a discard on the suit.
The Headmaster showed no sign of delight when
the ®A was held up. Why did he have to play this
deal against one of the few pairs who understood
about holding up in defence?
The Headmaster ruffed another heart in his hand
and the ™K fell from East, suggesting he might now
be out of the suit. When the Headmaster played a
second round of clubs, West completed his peter
and East held up the ace once more. ‘Play the jack of
clubs,’ instructed the Headmaster.
Roland Leavis won with the ®A and had no safe
exit. Whether he played a club or a diamond, the
Headmaster would lose only one diamond and
make the contract. Eventually East played his last
club. The Headmaster discarded a diamond and
won in the dummy. He then claimed the contract,
losing one further trick in diamonds.
The Headmaster glanced across the table. Would
it kill Benson to find a kind word to say about the
excellent dummy play?
‘We needed the tJ lead to declarer’s queen, Steve,’
Leavis observed. ‘Then you can play another
diamond when you win your trump trick.’

FARGO - BRIDGE SEASON ON TV
Are you a Fargo fan? You’ll be delighted to hear
that Season 3 is expected to arrive back on
Channel 4 in late May or early June.
And rumour has it that it will feature a
significant storyline featuring BRIDGE!
Ewan McGregor is reported to have kibitzed at
various bridge tournaments to get a feel for the
game and understand the mechanics of playing. If
you’re an acolyte of the programme you should
love this one!
www.ebu.co.uk

The Reverend Benson leaned forward. ‘The boy’s
right, Headmaster,’ he said. ‘There’s no chance on a
diamond lead. The heart lead gave it to you.’
The Headmaster looked out of a nearby window,
where the early evening sun still had a couple of
hours to go. How much more enjoyable it would
have been, watching the cricket. Still, duty before
pleasure, as someone had once said.
Soon afterwards, the Headmaster faced Bertie
Bellis and Percy Cutforth:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ AKJ2
™ AK7
t K2
® 10 9 6 4
–
´ Q9874
N
Q J 10 9 5 3 2
™ 84
W
E
Q 10 8 5 4
t 976
S
8
® J73
´ 10 6 5 3
™ 6
t AJ3
® AKQ52

West
Reverend
Benson

North
Percy
Cutforth

East
The
Headmaster

3™
Pass

Dble
6´

Pass
All Pass

South
Bertie
Bellis
1®
4´

When Bertie Bellis arrived in 6´, the Headmaster
gazed fondly at his chunky 5-card trump holding.
These two habitually overbid and their subsequent
good luck in the play was legendary. For once in a
while, such tactics would not pay off. Of course, he
had no intention of doubling the contract. The
opponents might then take flight into a making
6NT. If 6´ went down, it would be an excellent
score for East/West anyway.
Bertie Bellis won the ™Q lead in the dummy and
called for the ´A. When West showed out, most
declarers would have raised their eyes to the ceiling,
not thinking much of their luck. The senior maths
master had an entirely different reaction. Ah, now
the deal had become interesting! Was there any way
that he could survive the bad trump break?
Bertie Bellis played two top clubs and cashed a
third round after West had shown out. He then
www.ebu.co.uk

crossed to the tK and cashed dummy’s other heart
winner. A diamond to the ace was followed by a
diamond ruff in dummy, leaving these cards still in
play:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
–
J 10
10 8
–

KJ
7
–
10
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q987
–
–
–

10 6 5
–
–
5

‘Heart, please,’ said Bertie Bellis.
The Headmaster had no counter to this. If he
ruffed high, declarer would discard his last club and
score the remaining trump honors separately. When
the Headmaster chose to ruff low, declarer
overruffed with the ´10 and exited with a club, East
had to ruff and lead back into dummy’s ´K-J. The
slam had been made.
‘Very nice play, Bertie,’ congratulated Percy
Cutforth.
‘A lucky lie of the side suits,’ his partner replied.
‘In truth, we should have been in 6®. That’s a much
better slam.’
The Headmaster gritted his teeth as he entered a
near illegible 1430 into his minus column. Could
Bertie not have followed the example of so many
other masters? Had he not realized that the first XI
were facing Mill Hill and needed all the support
they could get?
r
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New Prize Leads Quiz

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

THIS ISSUE’S QUIZ
Unusually for me, all the hands this month
are using Pairs scoring (ie matchpoints) so you
should take this into account when deciding on
your opening lead.
Hand 1
´ 86
™ A Q 10 6 5
t 4
® 10 9 8 5 3

makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

South
2NT

West
All Pass

North

East

Choose from: (a) ´8; (b) ™6; (c) ™Q; (d) ®10.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ 65
™ KQ9532
t KQ5
® K6

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer this month. For information
on the new Piatnik cards visit:
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.

South
1´
3´

East
3™

HHHHH

Hand 3
´ A Q 10 5
™ 10 9 2
t K752
® 32
South
1NT1
1
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North
2´

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) tK; (d) ®K.

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 26 June 2017.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

ANSWERS TO APRIL QUIZ: Page 46

West
2™
All Pass

12-14.

West
All Pass

North

East

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™10; (c) t2; (d) ®3.

r
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Who, what, where, why?
Sleuth’s quiz - room for reading
click

by Ron Klinger

link

4 What did South play at trick 1?

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K6
™ 6543
t Q 10 6 2
® K82
´ Q95
N
™ AQJ98
W
t 954
® 97

Answer: The ®4.

4 What does that tell you?

Answer: Since the ®Q denied the ®J and South
played the ®4, South still has the ®J. You can
defeat the contract by playing the ®7 at trick
three.

Here is the complete deal:
E/W Game. Dealer East.

West

North

Pass

4´

East
3®
All Pass

´
™
t
®

South
3´

West leads the ®9: 2-Q-4. East switches to the ™2:
10-J-3.

What should West play at trick three?
The deal arose in the final of an Australian
National Open Teams. One West did the wrong
thing and 4´ made, +420. At the other table, West
did the right thing and 4´ was defeated, +50 and
+10 IMPs.
Here’s a guide to the winning defence:

´
™
t
®

Q95
AQJ98
954
97

K6
6543
Q 10 6 2
K82
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

3
K72
873
A Q 10 6 5 3

A J 10 8 7 4 2
10
AKJ
J4

1 What does East’s ™2 tell you?

Answer: The ™2 is singleton or East began with
three cards headed by an honour, K-x-2 or
10-x-2. Presumably it is not four cards headed by
an honour. A pre-emptive opener in first or
second seat is expected not to have a 4-card
major side suit.

2 What did East play at trick 1?
Answer: The ®Q

3 What does that tell you?

Answer: East has the ®A, or South would have
taken the trick. A defender wins with the
cheapest card possible. Therefore, winning with
the ®Q denies the ®J – third-hand-high playing
the cheapest of equally high cards.

16 English Bridge June 2017

You will not find East’s 3® opening in any
textbook on sound pre-empts, but the auction was
the same at both tables, as was the play to tricks one
and two.
At trick three, one West assumed East’s heart
switch was a singleton. He returned the ™A. South
ruffed, played ´K, ´A and four diamonds, pitching
the ®J. That gave South ten tricks, +420.
At the other table, West returned the ®7 on trick
three to the ®A. East played a third club, ´J ruff, ´Q
over-ruff, one down. Once East plays a third club,
South cannot prevent West from making a trump
trick.
Curiously, neither South played the ®J under
East’s ®Q. Given the 3® opening, West’s ®9 looks
like a singleton. South should drop the ®J to give
continued on page 19
www.ebu.co.uk

Heather’s Hints

Discovery Plays
by Heather Dhondy

click
link

Roman Keycard Blackwood, and bids 5NT over
your response confirming all keycards are present. It
is important to convey this information since
North is, so far, unlimited. On this hand, however,
North has no side-suit kings and so the auction
finishes in 6´.
The lead is the ™4 which you win with the ™A
and then play to a top trump in hand, both
opponents following. On the second trump, East
discards a diamond. How do you plan the play?
This is where you have got to:

Love All. Dealer East
´ K 10 4
™ A Q 10 9 3
t 65
® A86
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West

AQJ853
62
A
KQ43

North

Pass
4®
Pass
4™
Pass
5®
Pass
6®
All Pass
1
hearts and a minor - weak

P

East
2™1
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
3´
4t
4NT
5NT
6´

laying pairs, East opens two hearts which
they play as a weak two-suiter, five hearts and
a four or five card minor. What call do you
make with the South cards?
The opponents have made a pre-emptive opening
bid, which means that when you overcall it shows
sound values. Don’t pre-empt over a pre-empt. A
simple 2´ overcall would therefore show opening
values, however you are a little strong for that given
your points and distribution. Bid 3´, showing a
strong jump overcall. Even if you normally play
weak or intermediate jump overcalls over a onelevel opening, this should show a strong hand. What
call do you now make with the North cards?
The auction has become a little cramped, and a
new suit at the four-level, whilst it could be natural
in this type of sequence, is more usefully played as a
cue bid on grounds of frequency. Bid 4®, and then
4™ over partner’s 4t cue bid. South now tries 4NT,
18 English Bridge June 2017

´
™
t
®

K
Q 10 9 3
65
A86
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

J853
6
A
KQ43

Since you know that East holds a minor, there is
little chance that the clubs are going to break,
therefore you will need to find a way to dispose of
your fourth one. Whilst it is odds on that East holds
diamonds, are you 100% certain? If you were, then
you could simply play to ruff the fourth club in
dummy. However, there is just a small chance that
he holds clubs, and this line won’t work. If there
were no other option, you would play this way and
nearly always succeed, but you are in a position to
establish a heart and this works against either
possible suit length.
Play a heart to the ten which East will win with
the jack. Win the return, ruffing high if East returns
a low heart, and draw the remaining trump ending
in dummy. Now take a ruffing heart finesse and you
still have the ®A to re-enter dummy to cash the
www.ebu.co.uk

long heart and discard your losing club. This line
only fails if East began with five clubs, since West
would be in a position to throw the club on the
second round of hearts, but this is the most unlikely
layout.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
972
4
Q 10 9 8 7 4 3
72

K 10 4
A Q 10 9 3
65
A86
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´6
™KJ875
tKJ2
® J 10 9 5

AQJ853
62
A
KQ43

HEATHER’S HINTS

•

•

Don’t pre-empt over a pre-empt. Your
overcalls, whether a simple overcall, jump
overcall, or jump to game are all opening
strength or better. The higher you bid, the
stronger your hand.
Sometimes, when the opponents have shown
a two-suiter, the second suit is unknown, and
is not even 100% obvious after dummy is
revealed. On this deal, the odds would suggest
that East held diamonds simply because there
are so many missing, but you should still
consider if there is anything you can do to
cater for both possibilities.
r

PREMIER GRAND MASTERS
Congratulations to
TRACY CAPAL OF
MERSEYSIDE/CHESHIRE
on becoming a Premier Grand
Master, the English Bridge
Union’s highest rank, requiring
a minimum 1,500 Green Points
www.ebu.co.uk

Who, what, where, why?
Sleuth’s quiz - room for reading
by Ron Klinger

Continued from page 16
the impression of a singleton. That would not fool
East, who began with only six clubs, but it certainly
might fool West in the later defence.
Note that it is not good enough for East to play
®Q, ®A and a third club at the outset. South would
pitch the ™10.
It is also not good enough for East to play ®Q,
®A and then switch to a small heart. South can then
pick up West’s trumps by leading the ´J or ´10
through West on the first round of trumps.
East did it just right, but on one table West
slipped. The only excuse for West might be that he
thought that East’s ®Q was a false card from
®A-Q-J-10 to seven, but that would be a risky and
unnecessary play by East. It rarely pays to fool
r
partner.
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Match-pointed Pairs or Teams

Leading with Style!

click

by Simon Cope

I

n the series to date we have discussed how we
might approach the bidding, declarer play and
defending a hand differently at the two major
formats of the game (Match Pointed Pairs and IMPs
or Teams Scoring). However, one could argue that
the opening lead is perhaps the most important
(and hardest!) thing to get right – it can often make
the difference of several tricks. And there is often an
element of guesswork to the opening lead – we can
extract morsels of information from the auction,
but it is relatively rare to be in a situation where a
lead is clear cut. So how might our approach to the
fraught topic of leads differ depending on the
format we are playing?
Let us take the following hand:
´
™
t
®

Q73
10 9 8 4
873
10 6 3

Your right hand opponent
has dealt and opened 1NT (1214). You pass, and hear 4NT
(Quantitative) on your left, and
that ends the auction. What's
your poison? The answer to this problem is very
much dependent on what you are trying to achieve.
First of all assume you are playing MP Pairs. You
have no reason to assume that your opponents are
in anything other than a room contract. Your aim
should be to not give anything away – the last thing
you want is to give declarer cheap tricks to enable
them to make more tricks than the rest of the room.
For that reason, leading the ™10 is relatively clear
cut – it would be extremely unlucky to give
anything away, especially when the opponents have
not investigated a major suit fit via Stayman or a
transfer sequence. What you are hoping for is to
keep things tight and restrict declarer to only the
tricks to which they are entitled.
The situation is quite different playing teams
(IMPs) scoring. The opponents have already
informed you that they have plenty of high card
points (to invite 6NT opposite a 12-14 NT, left hand
opponent should have about 19 HCPs, meaning
even if opener has 12 they have 31 between the two
20 English Bridge June 2017

link

hands). Your sole aim on this hand is to find a way
to take the four tricks required to beat the contract.
For that reason, a low spade lead from your ´Q-7-3
is your best chance – there are several layouts which
would enable your partnership to take four quick
tricks in the suit – as little as ´A-J-10-2 in partner's
hand may well do it. Take the following layout of
dummy’s suit for example:
When you lead the ´3,
declarer’s best chance is to play
the king, at which point partner
wins the ace, returns low to
your queen (your ´3 promised
an honour which, looking at their hand, must be the
queen), and you play your third spade for partner to
cash the third and fourth defensive tricks.
´
™
t
®

K4
AJ7
KQ96
AQ72

There are certain leads which may be considered
in desperate circumstances at IMPs scoring, when
something special is clearly required to beat the
contract. It might be a doubleton king in a side suit
which would be almost unheard of at MPs, but
should be considered at teams. For example, you are
on lead, and your left hand opponent (South) has
shown six good clubs in the auction which has
ended in 4™:
Game All. IMPs
West’s hand
´ K5
™ A84
t 10 8 7 5 3 2
®Q4

This is a situation where you
might well hit the gamble
button and try the effect of the
´K lead. Your club holding
looks like a disaster when
dummy has advertised a good
long suit – so to set the contract
you are going to have to take four quick tricks – and
surely your best chance is to find partner with ´A
and secure a ruff. There is even a case for the same
lead at MPs, but there is much more danger – giving
away an eleventh or even twelfth trick may prove
extremely costly.
Let us look at one final example and how you
might take a different approach at the two formats:
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Right hand opponent opens
2NT (20-22) and left hand
opponent raises to 3NT. They
have not investigated for a heart
or spade fit, so a major suit lead
is called for. At teams, a spade
lead is surely your best chance to beat the contract,
and the ´3 is the lead I would recommend.
However, at pairs, with a 2NT opener on your
right, there is quite a high probability that a spade
lead gives away a trick, and it is more important to
run a tight ship than to try and beat the contract at
all costs. Therefore a heart lead is very attractive – it
may well build tricks for your side, and more
importantly at MPs would be extremely unlikely to
give anything away.
KJ632
J 10 9
84
10 7 3

IN SUMMARY
When on lead at IMP format, it is a case of
going all out to beat the contract, even if that
might sometimes mean risking a lead which
might give the opponents overtricks (or even on a
bad day let the contract through). At pairs, the
goal should be to keep things tight, not give
anything away on the lead, and make declarer do
r
their own work!

TOP TEN CLUBS IN
ENGLAND 2016-17
CONGRATULATIONS TO Richmond Bridge
Club for coming top in the list of most popular
clubs in England for the seventh consecutive
year. The list is in order of player sessions over
the year 1st April 2016 – 31st March 2017, and
the top ten remain the same as last year,
although the order has changed a little for
places 7, 8 and 9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Richmond
Wimbledon
Kenilworth
West Midlands
Bristol

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Stamford
Cheltenham
Tunbridge Wells
South Bucks
Welwyn Garden City

A more extensive list can be found on the EBU
website, www.ebu.co.uk/node/2758

www.ebu.co.uk

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.
Hand 1
´ J43
™J8
tAQJ8
® A J 10 2

W

Hand 2
´ A K 10 9 6
™5
t2
®AKQ973

W
1®

Hand 3
´ J642
™QJ42
t8
®AK62

Hand 4
´ 7642
™ A 10 8 6 4
tKJ9
®Q

Hand 5
´7
™9743
tAKJ8
® AQJ8

Hand 6
´ AKQ9
™ 10 9 8
t63
®AQ94

N

E
Pass

S
1™

N
Pass

E
1™

S
Pass

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
Pass

W
Pass
?

N
Pass

E
1®

S
3™

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

W

N

E

S
1NT1

?

?

W
?

?
1

12-14
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Bridge Tips
Modify your Michaels for this!

click

by David Gold

I

n this article I will focus on bidding in 4th
position when the opponents open 1® or 1t
and respond at the one level, but not in a major.
The standard and natural relevant auctions are:
1® – (Pass) – 1NT –
1t – (Pass) – 1NT –
1® – (Pass) – 1t (natural) –

You can use this also on the hyper-modern:
1® – (Pass) – 1´ (denying a major)
In this position it is important to be able to
handle the major orientated hands. For example,
what do you bid after 1® – (pass) – 1NT – with:
´
™
t
®

AK32
Q9876
3
A52

It is dangerous to double since partner may
respond in diamonds and if we bid 2™ next partner
will expect a better hand. So perhaps overcalling 2™
is better, but it’s a very weak suit, and what if
partner has say:
´
™
t
®

J8765
K3
J876
K3

link

Clearly partner just wants to play at the 2-level in
our 5-card major. The solution is simple, 2t says
‘please bid your 5-card Major’.

WHAT ABOUT 5-5 (OR MORE) IN THE
MAJORS?
I suggest giving up a natural 2t bid for this
purpose. It is not a bid of great value on this auction
and you can play 3t as intermediate or strong here
since a preemptive 3t has less use when the
opponents are known not to have a major suit fit.
In fact the scheme is very simple. On the four
auctions listed at the start of the article:
2® is always 5-4 or 6-4 in the majors and a hand of
about opening or light opening strength but
less than a double so approximately 10-15 HCP.
It also applies with a passed hand and can be a
bit lighter.
2t is always at least 5-5 in the majors. Use the
strength that you normally use for your
Michaels Cue bid.
The big win of this method is on the 5-4 hands
and here are some examples as to why:
Opponents (N-S) bid say
1t – (Pass) – 1NT –
´
™
t
®

West
QJ98
K 10 7 6 5
87
A2

´
™
t
®

East
10 8 7 6
3
AK32
Q876

Here, 4´ is virtually cold and 2™ is touch and go.
There is a solution. In this position 2® should not
promise 5-5 in the majors, it should promise 5-4 or
occasionally 6-4. So what does partner do on the
auction 1®-(pass)-1NT-(2®) with say:
´
™
t
®

K42
Q32
J8765
Q3
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West bids 2® and passes partner’s easy 2´ bid.
Without this method the hand is too weak for 2™
and would in any case lead to a silly contract.
´
™
t
®

West
AK765
AQ65
Q76
3

´
™
t
®

East
Q2
J 10 8 7 4
A2
J987

www.ebu.co.uk

Bid 2® and raise partner’s 3™ response to game.
If you overcall 2´ you play there, missing the game.
´
™
t
®

West
AKJ76
AK32
765
3

´
™
t
®

East
Q532
95
A2
J9865

Here West bids 2® and over partner’s 2´, West
bids 3t. This shows a maximum, with length in
diamonds (effectively a trial bid) and promises five
spades (must be 5-4-3-1 or occasionally 5-4-4-0),
and allows partner to bid 4´. A 2´ overcall would
have reached this game too, but I used it as an
example to show that you can bid 2® planning to
bid again.
In responding to 2®, I recommend that you bid
2t with equal length in the majors but also with 32 in the majors. This means that bidding two of a
major over 2® is almost always four cards, or three
cards with a singleton in the other major.

AND 6-4 IN THE MAJORS?
´
™
t
®

West
AK7654
AQ32
83
2

´
™
t
®

East
Q3
KJ74
J94
J765

After N-S’s initial opening sequence the E-W
hands would bid:

included, play 2® as both majors over opponent’s
1NT opening so it is particularly easy for me to
r
remember.

ALLFREY TRIUMPHS AT SCHAPIRO
SPRING FOURS

The Schapiro Spring Foursomes has been won by
the second-seeded Allfrey team. Pictured from
left, Andrew Robson, Mike Bell, David Gold,
Alexander Allfrey, Tony Forrester & David
Bakhshi (with Helen Schapiro presenting the
Cup) reversed a result from earlier in the event by
defeating the Barton team in the final which beat
them in the fourth round. The 'doubleelimination' format gave the defending
champions their chance at revenge, defeating the
seventh seeds - Rory Boland, John Carroll, Tom
Hanlon, Krzysztof Martens, Hugh McGann and
Mark Moran. Brian Senior's analysis can be seen
on www.ebu.co.uk/results/597.

EAST & LEESE WIN SWISS PAIRS
AT REALLY EASY WEEKEND

2® – 2™
2´ – 4´
2´ shows a good 6-4
4´ is possible because the magic fit is diagnosed.

COPING WITH INTERFERENCE
If opener rebids 2t/3t/4t then double asks for
the 5-card major. A double of club bids by the
opposition is for penalty with diamond bids asking
for the 5-card major.
I find an easy way to remember this method after
a 1NT response (it is easy after 1®-(pass)-1t
because 2® or 2t by our side is more clearly not
natural) is to think of it a bit like opponents
opening 1NT where it is common to play some sort
of artificial defence. In fact many people, myself
www.ebu.co.uk

Anne East & Gill Leese were the winners of the
main Swiss Pairs event at the Really Easy Weekend
which was held in Wroxton, near Banbury.
The event, for less experienced players, featured
eighteen pairs. Julia Disney & Sue Endersby,
Michelle Cox & Anna Collett, Tony & Sue French,
and Peter & Susan Illsley were also winners
during the event.
The next Really Easy Weekend will run from
the 27th to 29th October in Stratford-upon-Avon.
June 2017 English Bridge
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Traps for the Unwary

Should we head for slam?

click

by Michael Byrne

T

aking the push from game to slam is a big
step – if it goes wrong you have thrown away
the chance of making a nice game bonus and
managed to manufacture a minus score from
nowhere.

WHEN SHOULD YOU BID A SLAM?
In general you should be conservative in the slam
zone and not go shooting off to the 6-level with
little justification. Of course it all depends on what
form of the game you are playing.
If you are playing duplicate pairs on an average
club night then failing to bid a slam is normally not
that costly, if you stop in game and make all your
tricks you still tend to score well. Going down in a
slam always scores badly at pairs, so I would suggest
you should only bid a slam if it is reasonably likely
to make, so one needing trumps 3-2 (68%) is fine,
but one needing a finesse (50%) is too risky.
Remember, sometimes just winning the contract
and playing the hand correctly is worth a fair score
so +680 is rarely a disaster.
If you are playing teams bridge then a slam that is
better than even money is just about worth bidding.
It only needs a finesse then you can take it or leave
it, if it has a few extra chances then you can go for it.
However, in my experience slams that ‘need a
finesse’ also need a bit more, and it is very rare you
see a slam that is exactly 50%.
Have a look at these two hands:
´
™
t
®

AQ43
AQJ8
KJ6
J3

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K9862
10 7
Q932
AK

You play in 4´ and the heart finesse works.
Scoring up 12 tricks there is much talk amongst
partner and your opponents about whether or not
you should be in a slam. The answer of course is
absolutely no way. For starters you need trumps to
not break 4-0, since missing ´J-10-7-5 you can’t
pick up a bad break either side. (Starting with the
24 English Bridge June 2017

link

king would be correct technique if West had
´A-Q-8-3 not ´A-Q-4-3)
This reduces your chances to 45%. The diamond
suit is also missing the ace which means you will go
down if one hand has a singleton and they can take
a ruff. True that would need diamonds 5-1 but this
is 15%, which means your total odds of success are
well under 40%, far from the 50% you need.
So, in general, if you can see a slam will be
decided by a finesse and nothing more, then you
can go for it, but if you think you’ll need fortune to
shine on you and a following wind then give it a
miss and resolve to be solid.
I should also mention that if you are playing a
knock-out match then knowing the strength of
your opponents is paramount. If you are playing a
team weaker than you or similar strength then again
steadiness and reliability are the watchwords, so
don’t give them imps by making unforced errors in
the slam zone. If by contrast you are drawn against
the number one seeds in the Gold Cup then go
crazy and bid slams like a loon, you’ll need to roll in
a few dodgy 1430s to have any chance of winning
the match at all.
Let’s look at a few real hands where you might be
thinking of bidding on, and see which merit a move
towards slam.
We shall take a simple start of 1´ from you, 3´
response from your partner, which is a traditional
limit raise showing 10-11 points.

´
™
t
®

Hand A
AQ9754
AQJ
Q6
J4

Hand B
´ AKJ83
™ AQJ7
tK43
® 5

´
™
t
®

Hand C
KQJ965
–
AKJ7
A43

Hand D
´ AK6543
™ AQJ
tQJ9
® 6

www.ebu.co.uk

Hand A has a powerful spade suit but the dull
6322 shape is a bit of a problem. Even if partner has
two aces and the king of trumps you have a
potential heart finesse and a lot of losers in the
minors.
The best hand for partner to have would be
tA-K and ®A. Now it would just need either a
spade finesse or a heart finesse, but in practice for
every miracle hand partner could hold to make a
slam he will hold several where he bids a slam and it
goes down, not appreciating he needs (and doesn’t
have) perfect cards.
Hand B is similar but with fewer spades and
slightly better controls. If partner has a few useful
fillers in the minors then you might find that it
needs either a heart finesse OR the spades coming
in so it is certainly fair to make one move towards a
slam even if you don’t drive there unilaterally.

in the minors but it is easy to see a slam is certainly
on the cards. (No pun intended)
So hand A should sign off in 4´ not expecting
slam to be a good spot enough of the time and hand
C should leap to a slam expecting it to be close to lay
down. Hands B and D should make a move (but not
drive) to a slam. They do this by making a cue bid –
more on that next issue.
r

Check out Michael’s quiz online, page 68

BROTHERS ANOYRKATIS WIN U21
CHAMPIONSHIP PAIRS

The Dos and Don’ts of
Heading to a Slam
Do tread carefully at duplicate pairs and don’t
assume the rest of the room will be in a
making slam if you are not in it

Do appreciate that slams that need a finesse do
not turn out to be 50%, there are normally
lots of little things that can go wrong (bad
trump breaks, opponents getting a ruff)
that lower the odds of success considerably.
Don’t assume that partner has the perfect
maximum hand with miracle cards for
you – he will have an average hand far more
often and a bad hand more often still.
Don’t make unilateral decisions when you can
involve partner in the bidding – two heads
are better than one .
Hand C is a great hand with powerful controls
and fantastic trumps so you are almost certainly
going to make a slam. Even if partner has the wasted
™K-Q-J and no ´A, at worst you will need the
ruffing heart finesse (or the ace led). At best partner
will have the right minimum of ®K-Q , the ´A and
a doubleton diamond and a grand will be laydown.
Lacking any extremely advanced machinery, a
practical leap to small slam will do.
Hand D has great slam potential since it has a 6-4
trump fit, negating the need for the queen of
trumps (a ten card fit with A-K will normally come
in for no losers) and all the queens and jacks are
together. You will need from partner some top cards
www.ebu.co.uk

The U21 Championship Pairs, which took place
in London as part of the Easter Festival, was won
by Theo & Sam Anoyrkatis (pictured with EBU
General Manager Barry Capal). The brothers
finished ahead of John Mewes & Oscar Selby in
second place, while Harry Madden & Bethany
Madden came third.

NEWTON ABBOT RAISES £1,500

Winners of the Mike Smith Memorial Trophy, presented by
his wife Nina are, from left, Robin Giles, Dick Andrews,
Gaynor Wiseman and Terry Cannon.

Newton Abbot Bridge Club enjoyed an extremely
successful Charity Swiss Teams in early April.
Playing for the Mike Smith Memorial Trophy, the
winners, pictured above, held on to the cup for
the second year running.
The club attracted a record 24 tables and a
massive £1,500 was raised to support the local
Rowcroft Hospice.
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Bridge with a Twist

I hesitate to mention it . . .
by Simon Cochemé

I

was chatting with a player who had returned to
the game after an absence of 35 years or so. He
said that everybody was much more friendly
than he remembered. Best Behaviour @ Bridge has
brought about a considerable improvement in the
atmosphere in clubs, but there is still work to do.
Here’s a fairly common situation: you open 1™,
the next hand passes and your partner starts
thinking. Eventually he emerges with 2™. What do
you make of his hesitation? Nothing; he is entitled
to think. You don’t know if he is good or bad for his
bid. He might have been considering a pass, or a
raise to 3™; or 2® or 1NT. Or even 1´. You have an
average opening bid, so you pass.

Partner puts down his hand and says, ‘I really
wanted to bid two and a half hearts, but the EBU
doesn’t allow bidding in-fractions.

What if he fiddles with his bidding box, fingering
the Pass card before reluctantly playing his 2™ card?
Or maybe it just seems reluctant, because of all the
shenanigans. Now there is a potential problem; you
know he is minimum. You must bid as though he
had bid 2™ smoothly and in tempo. And, after the
game, you should tell your partner not to play with
the bidding cards. As the saying goes, he must do his
thinking outside the box.

A MECHANICAL ERROR
Fiddling with the Pass card, or any card, doesn’t
make it played unless it is lifted clear of the bidding
box; it doesn’t have to be near the table top, or
visible to the other players. Of course it is possible
that the bidder actually pulled out the wrong card
(known as a Mechanical Error, or Large Thumb
Syndrome), and that can be changed immediately,
with an apology. If there is any problem, then call
the director and he can sort it out. What the player
can’t do is change his mind. If it is obvious that he
26 English Bridge June 2017
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meant to bid 2®, Stayman, and not 2t as a transfer
(for example, he holds four spades and two hearts),
he will be allowed to change his bid. It doesn’t
matter if the next hand has bid or not. Nor does it
matter how he comes to realise that he has mis-bid
– whether he notices it himself, or whether his
partner says ‘hearts’ (and causes the transgressor a
moment of sheer panic as he looks down at the
errant bid).
I remember once when an opponent bid 3® and
then said ‘Sorry, I meant to bid 2NT’. This looked
like a change of mind to me, rather a handling error,
since the 3® and 2NT thumb-tabs are as far apart as
they can be. But the cards are adjacent, and he was
able to show that the two cards were sticky and the
2NT card had lifted out the 3® card.
The other side of the coin is all the benefits
brought about by bidding boxes; the elimination of
‘asking bids’, where the inflection made it clear that
offender was looking for a stop in the suit; the firm
double for penalties, as opposed to the more
tentative double for take-out; and so on.
Most problems with hesitations come at higher
levels, when you know what your partner’s options
are, and the slowness with which he makes his bid
gives you Unauthorised Information (UI). If the
opponents are clearly sacrificing, then your
partner’s pass, whether slow or in tempo, is a
Forcing Pass, and you can legitimately choose
between doubling and bidding. In a competitive
auction, however, where either side (or both) could
be making game, partner’s hesitation could be
giving you UI. Some (not you, of course) treat this
as a Forcing Pause. If this happens against you, you
should agree with your opponents that there has
been a break in tempo, and you may decide to call
the director. And when you do call the director, you
will find it a lot less confrontational to say ‘Director,
please.’ rather than just ‘Director!’
www.ebu.co.uk

Pausing is not necessarily bad; consider this
bidding sequence, from a major event in the States:
West
Pass
2™

North
Pass
4´

East
South
1™
1´
All Pass

North used the Stop card before bidding 4´, but
East passed immediately. At the end of play, after the
contract had been made, the director was called. He
later ruled that the result had been adjusted to 4´
doubled and made. East had made a light opening
bid, and his speedy pass over 4´ was deemed to have
conveyed UI – that he didn’t have a proper opening
bid – to West, who passed holding two aces.
The reason the director gave his ruling later was
that he needed to consult other players of equal
ability. In this instance the majority (not knowing of
the rapid pass) said that, with two aces opposite an
opening bid, they would double 4´.

THE GLORY DAYS!
When I was Non-Playing Captain (heavy
emphasis on the Non-) of the England Senior team
at the European Championships, a director
approached me to ask what I would bid on a
particular hand. I told him I wasn’t a real bridge
player, and I wouldn’t want my opinion affecting
the outcome of an important match. A couple of
days later the same director came up to me with a
new question. I started on my explanation of why I
wasn’t qualified to answer, but he interrupted and
said I was the perfect person to ask; the board came
from a match very near the bottom of the Senior
consolation event.
Such rules should be strictly applied at the top
level, of course, but maybe greater tolerance can be
www.ebu.co.uk

shown at the weekly club duplicate, where UI is
usually accidental, and seldom acted on.

STOP!
The Stop card procedure is a pain, we all know
that. But, as we have just seen, it is there for a reason.
Just because there are bidding sequences where you
think the enforced 10-second pause is a waste of
time (1´ - 2´ - (stop) 4´), doesn’t mean that we
should ignore the rules and not bother with the
Stop card at all.
The pause should start when the Stop card is
displayed and the bid has been made. It does not
end when the Stop card is removed; the onus is still
on the next player to pause for the whole 10
seconds. Too often the next player passes (or bids)
as soon as the Stop card is removed.
What tends to happen in practice is a sort of
compromise. If the jumping bidder really wants his
left hand opponent to pause, he leaves out the Stop
card where it is clearly visible to LHO, and removes
it after 10 seconds. If the jumping bidder feels that a
token pause is sufficient, he can leave out the Stop
card for two or three seconds before removing it.
LHO should pause for the remainder of the 10
seconds, but rarely does. Both parties will feel that
the spirit of the law has been satisfied.
Leaving the Stop card out for 10 seconds can help
your partner. If you open a weak 2™, say, and allow
LHO to pass after a couple of seconds, then you are
depriving your partner of some thinking time. If
you make LHO wait the full 10 seconds before
passing, then your partner may be able to bid in
tempo, and that can only be to your side’s benefit.
English Bridge can only do so much in making
players aware of how they could or should improve
their behaviour. The clubs need to play their part
too, otherwise bad habits will be copied by those
who don’t realise that they are bad. Newsletters
explaining best practice can help, or a tip of the
r
month program. The Only Way is Ethics.

INVOKING ARTICLE 50
Thank you Simon for your 50th article for
English Bridge. I see your first was Best

Behaviour @ Bridge: what bridge can learn
from other sports. What a hoot! It’s definitely
worth another read: goo.gl/EI8QkQ.
Ed
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Lady Milne Trophy
Victory over the Home Nations

click

by Fiona Brown

I

n April some of the top women players from
Britain and Ireland gathered in Wrexham, Wales
to do battle for the prestigious Lady Milne
Trophy. The English ladies had not won since 2013
and were hungry to regain the title.

* * * THE TEAM * * *
Nicola Smith - who has won everything except the
British Bakeoff.

Catherine Draper – owner and lover of many dogs.
Heather Bakhshi - comes from a home where an
English Cap is essential – already held by David,
Liam and Jasmine.
Claire Robinson – elite maths teacher, croupier
and poker pro with a great Newcastle drawl.
Helen Erichsen – English in origin, Norwegian by
marriage, using the alias Erichsen to strike fear
(of the Vikings) into our opponents.
Fiona Brown – a non-national but works for
Yorkshire Tea which is good enough for the EBU.
Captain David Burn – ‘drinks beer’ (his words)
and ‘must have been a winner of University
Challenge’ (my words).

Our first stanza did not go well. Errors in the
bidding, play and defence (is there anything else?)
left England with a 21 IMP deficit to Scotland.

LET ME AT THEM!
At half time we were reliving last year’s
nightmare. But going into the next set I heard
Nicola’s clarion call to arms – ‘Let me at them!’ she
cried. This filled me with renewed confidence and I
knew Scotland were in for a fight. This board
arrived . . .

´
™
t
®

THE GHOST OF MATCHES PAST
Last year our first match was against Scotland and
we lost that encounter 20-0, so I was none too
pleased when I studied the schedule and saw we had
drawn Scotland in the first round again.

England’s Lady Milne team, from left: Helen Erichsen,
Fiona Brown, David Burn, Claire Robinson, Catherine
Draper, Nicola Smith and Heather Bakhshi
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Love All. Dealer South.
´ –
™ Q J 10 6 5 4
t AQJ765
® 4
AKJ542
´ Q863
N
92
™ A7
W
E
10
t K
S
K852
® Q J 10 9 7 6
´ 10 9 7
™ K83
t 98432
® A3

West
Leslie

North
Brown

East
Punch

1´
4´

2´
6™

2NT
Dble

South
Erichsen
Pass
3™
All Pass

I hadn’t come all the way to Wrexham to not
overbid and since I was always going to bid 6™ over
5´ I thought I might as well do it straight away
rather than giving the opponents room to explore.
Helen received the ®2 lead. She won and played a
heart which East took and returned a spade.
Declarer drew the last round of trumps and then
contemplated the bidding . . . why hadn’t East
splintered in diamonds if she had none at all? She
might also have been tempted to bid 6´ with a void?
www.ebu.co.uk

On those deductions Helen confidently played a
diamond to the ace and claimed +1210. At the
other table N/S played 6t down one when declarer
decided to finesse the diamond. 16 IMPs back to
England – I just wish I hadn’t forgotten my
redouble card.
This board illustrated Nicola’s and Catherine’s
good judgement in the bidding:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ A96
™ AK6
t J754
® J76
K74
´ 10 8 5 2
N
7542
™ 10
W
E
S
963
t A K 10 2
10 4 2
® KQ98
´ QJ3
™ QJ983
t Q8
® A53

West
McQuaker
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Draper
1®
1™
2t

East
McGowan
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
Smith
1t
2®
3NT

Nicola and Catherine play transfer responses to a
short 1® opening – a system which is quickly
gaining popularity. Nicola’s 1t was a transfer
showing 4+ hearts. Catherine showed 3-card heart
support with either a weak NT or clubs. 2® was a
puppet to 2t and then Nicola’s subsequent bidding
showed a 5332 shape and offered a choice of games.
Catherine with her balanced hand was happy to
play in 3NT. 4™ has no play whilst 3NT is an
excellent contract and duly made with 4™ down one
at the other table for a 10 IMP gain to England.
Tight and tidy bridge from England for the rest of
the set gave England a 41-7 win in the second half
and an overall win of 64-51 which represented
12.60 VPs. I slept well Friday night.
On Saturday morning we played the host team
WBU. Claire and Heather’s aggressive bidding style
gained the team many imps and led to a maximum
win for England.

AND THEN TO IRELAND
Next up was Ireland, a team that is getting
stronger year on year. They work hard and receive
www.ebu.co.uk

coaching. After the first set England were trailing by
one IMP. This board helped turn the match around.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ KJ854
™ AKJ65
t 87
® J
7
´ A63
N
3
™ 10 4
W
E
S
K Q J 10 5 2
t 964
10 8 6 5 4
® Q9732
´ Q 10 9 2
™ Q9872
t A3
® AK

West
O’Neill

North
Erichsen

East
Kulchycky

Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass

2™
4®
Pass
4NT
6´

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Brown
1NT
3´
4t
Redble
5´

I chose to open an off centre 1NT. I thought if I
opened 1™ and Helen responded 1NT (which,
playing 2 over 1, could be up to 11 or 12 points) I
would be stuck for a sensible rebid. My major suits
weren’t great and opening 1NT at least got my
points across. We proceeded swiftly to 6´ and on
the tK lead I made 12 easy tricks. It was more
exciting at Heather and Claire’s table:
West
North
Robinson Rigney

East
Bakhshi

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

2NT
4®
4NT
5™

South
Kenny
2™
3´
4t
5®
6™

The Irish play modernised Flannery so 2™ showed
4´/5™ 11-15 HCP. N/S soon propelled themselves
into 6™ and Claire was faced with a difficult lead.
Should she lead a top diamond and hope that her
partner could get in before the diamond went away
or should she lead a spade and pray that partner had
the one and only card to beat the contract? She
channelled her superpower ‘card instinct’ and led
the ´7 for one down and 17 IMPs to England.
I slept well again on Saturday night.
Cont/. . .
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The final day of the Lady Milne arrived and we
started against the leaders, Northern Ireland.
Northern Ireland had recently completed a weekend
of coaching with Michael Byrne and they were
performing well.
After a few shaky boards England eventually came
out on top and an 18.05 VP overall lead put us in
pole position with the final match against Wales still
to come. If Northern Ireland had beaten us Michael
Byrne would have been forced into exile and
possibly turned into a leprechaun.
The first set against Wales we could put down to
a case of the yips or we could blame the captain who
said ‘we need 3 VPs from this match.’ We took him
at his word. The following board added to our woes:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ Q9832
™ A98
t AK
® A64
K 10 5 4
´ J6
N
43
™ J7
W
E
S
10 8 6 3
t J75
K83
® QJ9752
´ A7
™ K Q 10 6 5 2
t Q942
® 10

West
Pierce, M

North
Draper

Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
3®
4™

East
Pierce, C
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Smith
1™
2™
3´

This is a difficult slam to bid with natural
agreements. Once South makes a rebid of 2™, how
can North make a slam try in hearts? The 3® bid set
up a game force and 3´ showed some spade support
but it is difficult to set hearts as trumps and find out
the necessary information. The Welsh team bid
1™-1´:2t-4NT:5t-6™. Successful but guessing
since opener could have many hands where slam
had little chance such as:
´A-x ™K-J-x-x-x tQ-x-x-x ®Q-x
An increasingly popular and effective method is
to play 2NT as game-forcing after 1™-1´:2™ which
allows opener to show any shortage or spade
support and then set trumps at a low level. When
30 English Bridge June 2017

partner has shown a 6-card suit you don’t really
need 2NT as an invite here and playing 2NT as
game forcing can solve a lot of problems.
But Nicola Smith still had some fight left in her.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ 8
™ Q64
t AJ643
® A 10 9 8
AQJ97542
´ K6
N
97
™
10 8 3 2
W
E
S
8
t Q 10 5
72
® Q654
´ 10 3
™ AKJ5
t K972
® KJ3

West
Pierce, M
4´
Pass
All Pass

North
Draper
Pass
4NT

East
Pierce, C
Pass
Pass

South
Smith
Dble
5t

Nicola did well on the hand. Four level openings
are becoming more common and they are tough to
play against. The double from Nicola showed values
and partner will only take it out if she thinks they
can make game. Catherine bid 4NT to show two
places to play and Nicola bid 5t.
Declarer received ´A lead and another spade
ruffed in dummy. She played her top diamonds and
saw they broke 3-1. This didn’t matter because she
didn’t need to guess clubs. She ran all her hearts and
exited with a diamond. East had nothing but clubs
left, revealing the suit for declarer. A textbook piece
of card play by the legendary Nicola Smith.
Wales played remarkably well. They had good
system agreements and knew what they were doing
in the defence. At the end of the Welsh match we
had scored a measly 2.3 VPs out of 20.
But it was enough. When the dust settled and the
carnage was over we emerged victorious, 3.53 VPs
ahead of Scotland.
Actually we could have been 4.53 VPs ahead were
it not for the fact that the English team was fined
1VP for ‘unladylike behaviour’. We were ashamed.
We were there to do battle, but we may need to
attend finishing school first.
The Lady Milne trophy had finally returned to
r
England.
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

JUNE 2017
WEST HANDS

JUNE 2017
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Ohno)
2. N/S Game
Dealer East
(P W Huang)
3. E/W Game
Dealer East
(Kakalan)

´
™
t
®

Q63
A K 10 2
AQ4
Q42

1. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

A K Q 10 3
98
A95
Q96

2. N/S Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

J4
4
AK2
A K 10 9 8 7 4

3. E/W Game
Dealer East

´ AQ96
™ 4
t K6
(Arutiunian)
® KJ8754
* South bids 1™, North bids 4™
4. E/W Game
Dealer East

5. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Gawel)
* South bids 1´

´
™
t
®

10 9 3 2
KQ
A4
Q9653

´ 9874
™ AKJ8764
t –
(Cronier)
® AK
Did you beat the experts? – Page 40
6. Game All
Dealer East
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(Yamada)

(Y T Kao)

(H T Huang)

´
™
t
®

A K 10 8 7 2
QJ4
K7
A9

´
™
t
®

J6
AKJ62
K Q J 10
32

´
™
t
®

AKQ8
AQJ86
Q 10 9
3

´ 2
™ J3
t AQ532
(Bielawski)
® A Q 10 9 6
* South bids 1™, North bids 4™

4. E/W Game
Dealer East

5. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Jagniewski)
* South bids 1´

´
™
t
®

8
A 10 8 7 4
K65
AKJ8

´ Q 10 3
™ Q 10 2
t AQ965
(Zaleski)
® 10 7
Did you beat the experts? – Page 40
6. Game All
Dealer East

www.ebu.co.uk

UPCOMING COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF OTHER EVENTS

EW E
N NU
VE

GUERNSEY CONGRESS

The Lambourne Jersey Festival proved to be
popular with locals and those from ‘the mainland’,
and September’s Guernsey Congress offers another
chance to play in an EBU event in the Channel Islands.
The new venue for 2017 is Les Cotils, which stands in 12
acres of lovely grounds and gardens, overlooking the
picturesque harbour of St Peter Port.
The schedule includes something for everyone, with the
addition this year of a ‘social’ competition for those looking
for ‘less serious’ bridge. There are Green Pointed Swiss
competitions on the weekends, and a variety of midweek
competitions including seniors events.

SCARBOROUGH CONGRESS WILL BE
EXPANDED IN 2018

G MA TW
UA T O
RA CH
N ES
TE
ED

In response to demand for more seniors events in the
North of England, the Scarborough Congress will be
expanded in 2018 to include new Seniors Tournaments.
There will be a Seniors Pairs on the Wednesday and
Thursday with qualifying rounds followed by a final. The
rest of the congress format is unchanged, and open to all,
but there will be a prize for the top ‘senior team’ in Friday’s
Multiple Teams competition.
To be eligible for seniors events, participants must turn
60, or be older, in the year of the event.
Entries for the 2017 event are now open – see EBU
website – www.ebu.co.uk
Gerard Faulkner,
EBU Chair for 11
years and in the
inaugural
winning team
for the Salver in
2003!

GERARD FAULKNER SALVER
The closing date for entries to the Knock-out Seniors
Teams of Four for the Gerard Faulkner Salver is June 2nd.
Teams losing their first round match will be paired with
another losing team from round one and the winner of
this tie will progress to round two. Teams will be able to
agree to play matches online if they wish, but this option
requires the agreement of both teams. Enter online
through the EBU website – ebu.co.uk
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n JUNE 2017
2-4
3-4
10-11
10-11
10-24

Yorkshire Congress, Harrogate
Corwen Trophy, Northampton
Oxfordshire Congress, Woodstock
Pachabo Cup, Daventry
8th European Open Championships,
Montecatini, Italy
17-18 Berks & Bucks GP Weekend
17
Leicestershire GP Pairs
18
Bedfordshire GP Pairs
18
Dorset GP Teams, Wimborne
24
Garden Cities Final, Solihull
30 - 2 Riviera Congress, Torquay

n JULY 2017

7-9
8-15
9
15-16
15-16
22-23
22-23
22-23
23
23
23
24-27
27-30

Eastbourne Seniors’ Congress
26th European Youth Bridge Team
Championships, Bratislava
National Inter-County League Finals
London Congress
President’s Cup
Essex-Hertfordshire GP Weekend
Gloucester-Herefordshire GP Weekend
Nottinghamshire GP Weekend
Dorset GP Pairs, Wimborne
Manchester GP Teams
Sussex GP Teams
British Summer Sims
Scarborough Summer Congress

4-13
12-26
15-26
22-24
28

EBU Summer Meeting, Eastbourne
World Teams Championships, Lyon
World Youth Open Championship, Lyon
Northern Midweek Congress, Wakefield
Surrey Swiss Pairs (blue pointed)

1-3
1-3
2-3

Junior Teach-in, Loughborough
Isle of Man Congress, Douglas
Crockford Finals, The St Johns Hotel,
Solihull
EBED Autumn sims, various clubs
Oxford Bridge Festival, St Hugh’s College
Guernsey Congress, St Peter Port
Premier League, 1st w-e, London
EBTA Convention, Kenilworth
Beds & Northants Congress, Loughton
County Director’s Course, Coventry
Cornwall Congress, Bude
Premier League, 2nd w-e, Manchester
Cumbria & Westmorland GP Weekend
Derbyshire GP Weekend
Essex & Hertfordshire GP Weekend
Surrey GP Weekend

n AUGUST 2017

n SEPTEMBER 2017

4-8
4-7
8-17
9-10
8-10
9-10
16-17
22-24
23-24
23-24
23-24
23-24
23-24

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Swiss Teams

Riviera Congress

(Fri – 2 sessions)

30 June – 2 July
Torquay

Swiss Pairs
(Sat & Sun – 3 sessions)

Summer Seniors
Congress
7 – 9 July
Eastbourne

Championship Pairs
(Fri & Sat)

Swiss Pairs (Sat)
Swiss Teams (Sun)
Pre-congress Pairs – BP
Multiple Teams (Fri )
Swiss Pairs

Scarborough
Summer Congress
27 – 30 July
Scarborough Spa Complex

(12 x 7-board matches,
Sat & Sun)

Summer Meeting Harold Poster Trophy (Pairs)
4 – 13 August
Winter Garden
Eastbourne

Four Star Teams
Daily Pairs – BP
PAB & Pivot Teams – BP

Northern Midweek
Congress

Stratified Championship
Pairs

22 – 24 August
Cedar Court Hotel, Wakefield

Stratified Swiss Teams

(Tues & Weds)

Guernsey Congress
8-17 September
Les Cotils, St Peter Port

Overseas Congress
9 – 15 October
Halkidiki, Greece
Anthemus Sea Beach
Hotel & Spa
www.ebu.co.uk

(Thurs)

Weekend Swiss Pairs & Teams
Weekday Pairs – BP
Midweek Senior events
Pivot Teams – BP

Open Pairs– BP
Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs– BP
Pivot Teams– BP
Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
BP
– Blue
Pointed
June
2017 English
Bridge
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Great Bridge Disasters

Two aces against a slam

click

by David Burn

O

ne of the most famous disasters in bridge
history happened to no less a player than
the great Bob Hamman. On lead against a
doubled grand slam that had been bid primarily as
a sacrifice, he had two aces and led the wrong one,
allowing the contract to make. The West player on
the deal below from the Grand National Teams final
in the United States was determined to avoid the
same fate.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K65
™ KJ9
t KQ973
® K2
98
´ Q 10 4
N
10 4
™ 3
W
E
AJ54
t 10 8 6 2
S
A Q J 10 3
® 98654
´ AJ732
™ AQ87652
t –
® 7

This was the final board of a long and tense
contest between New York and Florida. The margin
was 4 IMPs in favour of New York when the deal
appeared, and when New York occupied the NorthSouth seats it appeared that their players had done
enough. The auction featured a remarkable number
of consecutive bids in clubs:
West

North

East

South

Rodwell Glubok

Meckstroth Lev
Pass

1™

2®

3®

4®

5®

Pass

6™

All Pass

In the small slam declarer received a trump lead.
He took three diamond ruffs in his hand, hoping to
bring down West’s ace and thus avoid a club loser. In
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so doing he needed to use all dummy’s trumps as
entries, so that when he was finally compelled to
play on spades there were no trumps left in dummy
to ruff a club for an overtrick. Still, plus 980 looked
pretty good for New York and their supporters –
Florida needed to do something extraordinary. The
bidding began:
West
Hurd

North
Berkowitz

2®
Pass

3®
4´

East
Wooldridge
Pass
4®
Dble

South
Cohler
1™
4t
Redble

and the audience embarked on fevered calculation.
Eventually concluding that 4´ redoubled making
two overtricks scored 1280 for seven IMPs to
Florida, their fans willed their players to stop
bidding. But of course Berkowitz and Cohler
weren't going to do that – they had shown only
controls in spades, not length. The auction
ploughed on regardless:
West
Hurd
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Berkowitz
5®
5™
5NT

East
Wooldridge
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
Cohler
5t
5´
7™

By this time nobody, least of all the players, had any
idea any more which bids had shown aces, kings,
length, shortage or anything else. The one thing
Cohler was certain about was that hearts were
trumps and his partner had a good hand; hoping
that it was the right good hand he concluded an exhausting auction with a jump to the grand slam.
Pity poor West. He had two aces and his partner
had doubled a spade bid. He knew all about
Hamman’s fateful choice a few decades earlier, and
he reasoned that while a lead of the wrong ace
might be fatal, the lead of a trump should be safe
since his side seemed to have the other suits under
control. So he led one.
www.ebu.co.uk

In the grand slam, there was no question of
exhausting dummy’s trumps. Cohler won the heart
lead in dummy, ruffed a diamond, and played a
second heart to the table. He led a spade to the jack
and a spade to the king, and when everyone
followed to both these tricks he claimed. He could
throw both of dummy’s clubs on the long spades
and ruff his own losing club in dummy. 1510, 11
IMPs and the trophy went to Florida, and the
question of how best to avoid disaster when on lead
with two aces against a grand slam remains
r
unanswered.

ASHBY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS

Fun, fizz and feasting were the guiding principles
behind Leicestershire’s Ashby Bridge Club’s 50th
anniversary. Club Chairman, Ann Potterton
welcomed around 90 members to a celebratory
lunch, some of whom had travelled from the
South coast, The Lake District and the Cotswolds.
A team of members prepared the lunch and an
anniversary cake in the shape of a bridge table
with playing cards.
Members were joined by special guest Andrew
Kambites, who spoke from his Tales at the Table.
From just a handful of members, the club has
grown to over 160 members meeting four times a
week at the Hood Park Leisure Centre.

DISCIPLINARY HEARING HELD
A Disciplinary Hearing was held recently to
consider two charges against Tony McNiff of
Yorkshire:
Charge 1: That during the period August
2014 to June 2015 Tony McNiff altered scores on
BridgeMates without the knowledge of either
the Tournament Director or his opponents. This
constitutes an offence under Section 3.2(iv) of
the Disciplinary Rules of the English Bridge
Union – any unfair or dishonest play.
The Disciplinary Panel found the charge
proved beyond reasonable doubt and in the
light of various extenuating circumstances
ordered that a formal Reprimand be given to Mr
McNiff.
Charge 2: That during the period August
2014 to May 2015 Tony McNiff had prior
knowledge of the hands to be played in
duplicate sessions at Bradford Bridge Club. This
constitutes an offence under Section 3.2(iv) of
the Disciplinary Rules of the English Bridge
Union – any unfair or dishonest play.
The Disciplinary Panel found the charge not
proved beyond reasonable doubt, and hence Mr
McNiff was found Not Guilty of the second
charge.

TRAFFORD RAISES £2000

THIRSK’S BLUE-EYED BOY

Handing over the cheque, from left: Edwin Barron (Trafford
BC Chairman), Sue Temperley, Sue Ralph and
Rob Bashforth (CAFT)

Birthday wishes to Frank Jones who was 95 in
early May. Frank was a founder member of Thirsk
Bridge Club in 1977, and loves his bridge. He
rarely misses Tuesday night's game, and also plays
regularly at Ripon BC on Wednesday evenings.

www.ebu.co.uk

Many congratulations to Trafford Bridge Club
which is celebrating raising £2,000 for this year’s
chosen charity – Children’s Adventure Farm
Trust. The trust employs no professional fund
raiser so every penny helps children by providing
respite holidays for disadvantaged and ill
children.
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Ask Gordon

What can the partner do?
by Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament Director
click

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.

D

oug Johnstone wrote, ‘At a recent
duplicate pairs one of our opponents, as
defenders, led out of turn part way
through the contract (we were on lead). We said it
did not matter and she could return the card to
her hand – we did not want any type of penalty.
However they insisted the card remain on the
table to be played at the first opportunity. It
turned out both opponents were TDs so we were
not in a position to argue and it was all amicable
anyway. Previously we had always thought
penalties such as this did not need to be enforced
by opponents and we could simply ask them to
return the card to hand and play on correctly. Can
you clarify please?’
The relevant bits of law are:
L9B After Attention is Drawn to an Irregularity.
1 (a) The Director should be summoned at once when
attention is drawn to an irregularity.
2. No player shall take any action until the Director
has explained all matters in regard to rectification.
L10 Assessment of Rectification
A Right to Determine Rectification The Director
alone has the right to determine rectifications when
applicable. Players do not have the right to determine
(or waive – see Law 81C5) rectifications on their own
initiative.
81C Director’s Duties and Powers The Director
(not the players) has the responsibility for rectifying
irregularities and redressing damage. The Director’s
duties and powers normally include also the following
… 5. to waive rectification for cause, in his discretion,
upon the request of the non-offending side.
So you need to call the director, who is the only
person who can make such a ruling. You can ask for
rectification to be waived, but only ‘for cause’ – for
example if some extraneous event had caused a
distraction at the table.
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J

ohn Foster asked, ‘Something I have

researched a little but never got a satisfactory
answer on is take-out doubles and alerting for
penalties. If a take-out double can be converted to
penalties does it need to be alerted?
With dealer North: (1™)–Dble–(Pass)–Pass,
South passed with a weak hand expecting West to
bid but West converts it to penalties.
‘A similar sequence can result from a weak-two
opening,
as
with
the
sequence
(2´)–Pass–(Pass)–Dble which is then passed out
for penalties. If a take-out double is in effect an
optional penalty double does it need to be
alerted?’

Any take-out double can be converted for
penalties, but that doesn’t make it a penalty double
or an optional double, so it doesn’t need to be
alerted.
Our alerting regulations are fairly straightforward
and as long as you follow them exactly (even if that
gives you a counter-intuitive outcome) you
shouldn’t get into trouble.
•

Double of suit bids (including short minor
openings) below 3NT are assumed to be for
take-out; if not they should be alerted.

•

Doubles of NT bids up to 3NT are assumed to
be for penalties; if not they should be alerted.

•

Doubles of artificial suit bids are assumed to
show the suit; if not they should be alerted.

•

Above 3NT doubles are not alertable unless they
are lead-directing and ask for a suit other than
the denomination which has been doubled.

Please recycle
this magazine when
you finish it
www.ebu.co.uk

H

oward Marshall from West Norfolk and

Kings Lynn BC asked, ‘Recently I had an
'interesting' hand with six clubs – missing
the ace – five top diamonds and two hearts. After
a contested auction, I became declarer in 4®.
‘The opponents led two hearts and, with the
director hovering behind my partner to make the
move, I claimed giving opponents the ace of clubs.
LHO was quizzical and I laid down my hand
showing ten top winners – after the loss of the
club ace.
‘LHO had a think and rejected my claim. He
said that my exposed cards were now all major
penalty cards and available for him to choose as he
saw fit. He took the ace of clubs and then led a
small heart to his partner’s now void. This gave me
a ruff and discard – but he demanded that I
discard from both hands – a spade from dummy,
a diamond from hand allowing his partner’s small
last trump to make. He then claimed minus one.
‘I maintained that my hand should have been
played by the director in a reasonable manner –
contract made. The director looked bemused but
thought that the opponents claim could well be
right. I could not find an answer in the short
simplified rules that I had in my pocket.’

It is certainly not correct that your opponents can
tell you how to play after you claim and they
shouldn’t be trying to make rulings at the table. Nor
can declarer ever have any penalty cards! The TD
should be called when a claim is disputed and it is
for the TD to decide, using the claim laws which
start by saying:
L70 Contested Claim or Concession
A. General Objective
In ruling on a contested claim or concession, the
Director adjudicates the result of the board as
equitably as possible to both sides, but any doubtful
point as to a claim shall be resolved against the
claimer.
The solution is to ensure that the TD rules from
the law book and the players do not attempt to
make their own rulings.
It’s worth noting that the claim laws are among
those that will be changing later this year when the
new 2017 Laws of Duplicate Bridge come into
effect. At present play should stop when a claim is
made, and the TD adjudicate any doubts about the
claim, but in future it will be permitted for play to
continue, although only when all four players at the
table agree to it.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

LAWS OF DUPLICATE BRIDGE
2017
About every ten years the Laws of Duplicate
Bridge are updated and the WBF has now
produced the 2017 update, requiring that it be
used everywhere by the end of September. We in
the EBU are intending to use the new laws at our
own events from the start of August, which will
coincide with the annual updates to the Blue Book
and White Book.
There are quite a lot of changes but many of
them are relatively minor, clarifying meanings and
resolving ambiguities. When the new laws come in
it will be particularly important for TDs to always
have their law books and read from then as
appropriate – which should be standard practice
in any case – so as not to get caught out by unnoticed changes.
They are available to download from
www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/new-laws-2017
in various formats, including one that shows the
changes that have been made. There is also a
printed book version available for purchase from
the Bridge Warehouse and EBED is planning a
range of one-day courses across the country for
County & Club TDs to familiarise themselves with
the changes.
All in all there is plenty of support and resources
available so tackling the 2017 laws need not be a
daunting task!

DIRECTING COURSE VENUES
Clubs and counties are invited to contact EBED
(01296 317218 or Richard@ebedcio.org.uk) if
they would like to host a short refresher course for
players and or Club/County TDs in their region
who would like to learn more about the practical
impact of the changes. There will also be a session
on the New Laws during the Summer Meeting at
Eastbourne (Friday 11 Aug).
Delegates on recent Club TD Training courses
will be emailed with similar information.
Clubs always need players who are willing to
volunteer as directors and scorers. If you would
like to find out how to develop the necessary skills
to be a club director or how to make the most of
the EBUScore software, please contact Richard as
above.
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CROSSWORD NO 8

Compiled by MERMAN
1

2

Answers online, p67

4

3

5

6

7

9

8

CAPTION

COMPETITION

11

10

13

12

15

14
17

16
18

19

20
21

22

23

ACROSS
3 Broke in and put rider up (8)
8 Call those manipulating the bidding (4)
9 Exaggerate about party … (6)
10 … opposing party is one probably unlikely to play in
clubs (10)
12 Still concerning about being in one no trump (5)
14 Knowing about bidding order - hence Rhett didn’t give
a damn (7)
16 Fruit cocktail as a must (7)
19 Promote ten to sounds of disapproval (5)
20 Jack led diamonds, perhaps - it might have made the
kid look fancy in times gone by (10, two words)
21 Little growth where no bias is involved (6)
22 Queen of hearts many knew (4)
23 Settle what you do to the pack after shuffle - that’s
definite (8)
DOWN
1 After riotous parties, South goes on a long tiring walk
(8)
2 Top bridge player has pub serving Flowers… (6)
3 … with Sauvignon, maybe, after 12 - it must be given
time to knit (10)
4 A stage in Robson's first secret remedy - lose the lead
(7)
5 Heartless person has returned ace - some sort of nut
(5)
6 See 15D.
7 Something often found on board? It’s made up (4)
11 Yes, latte spoiled babies’ clobber (8)
13 Half of bridge club in pursuit of reversible waterproof
material (7)
15 & 6 A way to work out how many to bid while forgetting
how many you’ve already taken? (16, three words)
17 Saucy dance? (5)
18 Portland, maybe, comprises a cluster of cells (4)

Winning caption:
If they ask you to explain, just say ‘It’s Michaels’
WHOOPS! There was a huge response to the
Easter cartoon, above. Congratulations to James
Bentley who penned my favourite (just).
Other close contenders were: Fooled by a
smooth duck, from Stephen Rafferty; Obviously
I’ve played dummy once too often, from Janet
Dineen; and I merely said, ‘try ducking for a
change’, from Sue Muggridge.
The new cartoon for this issue features on our
front cover. As usual, please inundate me with
funny captions - I love getting them - and don’t
feel constrained to suggest just one. The more
the merrier.
Send your entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by 28th
June, or post to Editor, Raggett House, Bowdens,
Langport, TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, together with the scrumptious contents,
have become synonymous with good taste – in
all the best ways!

TALES FROM CLUB NIGHTS

Geoffrey Parfitt wrote with details of this hand: ‘A few days ago at a pairs evening at West Midlands
Bridge Club, I made the unusual contract of 1 NT +6. There was no mistake in the bidding. I held a
balanced hand of 13 points and 8 losers. There were eight points in the dummy:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ AQ43
™ 98
t 10 3
® Q 10 9 4 3
K2
´ 10 9 7 5
N
10 5 2
™ K63
W
E
A862
t KQ74
S
J752
® K6
´ J86
™ AQJ74
t J95
® A8

East
Joe
Killeen
Pass

South
Geoff
Parfitt
1NT

West
North
Christine Karen
Killeen
Bain
All Pass

Lead ®J
The first trick went ®J-®Q-®K-®A - handy!
South cashed ®8
South ran ´J which held.
South led ´6 which drew ´K, taken by dummy’s ´A
Three clubs from dummy, South discards diamonds,
East in trouble!
Dummy’s ´Q is cashed.
A ™8 lead from dummy to ™Q - it holds.
South cashed ™A and ™K falls.
Three winning hearts - job done!’

Colin Myerscough wrote, ‘Frances Hinden’s article (April, p12) reminded me of a hand that came up
about a year ago when my regular partner took me along to a pairs evening at another club where she
plays. Sitting third I picked up:
´
™
t
®

xx
Ax
AKQxxx
KQx

I had decided to open 2t when it was passed round, but then my partner
opened 1®. I decided that this was the time to jump and the bidding proceeded
1® – 2t – 2´ – 4NT – 5™ – 6NT

The only intervention from opponents was a double of 5™, and the suit was duly led. Partner went
down with:
´
™
t
®

AQxx
x
J 10 x
A 10 x x x

and clubs broke 3:2 so 13 tricks were off the top. Lucky me on account of my
partner’s diamonds, of course. No other table bid the slam, most were in 5t
with some in 3NT and one in 3t!

We concluded that my partner’s opening was vital in allowing her to show
both her suits. If she had passed, the auction would almost certainly have been
2t – 3® – 3t – 4t – 5t. Even worse on a 1t opening; what would the rebid
be after 2®? 3t is a gross underbid and was presumably passed at the table which ended there.

Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 31

by David Bird

click
link

1. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

Q63
A K 10 2
AQ4
Q42

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Ohno
1®
2NT
4t
5´
6™

A K 10 8 7 2
QJ4
K7
A9
East
Yamada
1´
3´
4NT
5NT
7´

Let’s see some deals from the NTU Cup in
Yokohama, Japan. Playing 5-card majors,
Ohno opens 1®. His 2NT rebid suggests 1819 points (perhaps he upgraded it) and East
bids a forcing 3´. What should West say
next?

It would be lazy to raise to 4´. Just look how much
information 4t passes: (1) I am interested in a spade slam,
(2) I hold the tA or tK, and (3) I do not hold the ®A or
®K. Marvellous! East proceeds with RKCB, hearing of two
key-cards and the ´Q. 5NT asks for side-suit kings and West
shows the ™K. East can now count 12 certain tricks, with
several points still to come from partner. A 13th trick will be
there if West holds four hearts or the tQ in a holding of at
least three cards. Failing that, tA-J-x or ®Q-J would offer a
finessing chance. That is enough for any red-blooded bridge
player to reach for the 7´ card.
When dummy went down, Yamada had no need to call
out partner’s name. Both red suits could provide the
necessary extra trick and the grand slam was easily made. At
the other table West opened a 15-17 1NT (why not, indeed?)
and East made no effort to go beyond 6´.

Awards: 7NT/7´ (10), 6NT/6´ (6), games (1).

2. N/S Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

A K Q 10 3
98
A95
Q96

N
W E
S

West
P W Huang
1´
3®
4NT
6´

´
™
t
®

J6
AKJ62
K Q J 10
32

East
Y T Kao
1™
2t
3´
5t

BTU face HSNU in the quarter-finals of the NTU Cup. The
first four bids will match those of most readers. What
should East say next?
On the basis that he would have raised the spades on the
previous round with most hands of 3-5-4-1 shape, Kao
thought it right to bid 3´. I don’t see any justification for
West bidding RKCB next. Apart from the fact that there
might be two top club losers, why should the values be there
for 12 tricks? East has not shown any extra values. The slam
was quickly dispatched when North led the ®A-K.
At the other table the first four bids were the same but
East then bid 3™ instead of 3´. West raised to 4™ and South
led a trump from ™10-7-3. All 13 tricks were then made for
a swing of 11 IMPs.
Awards: 5´/4´ (10), 4™/3NT (6), 6NT/6´ (3).
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3. E/W Game. Dealer East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J4
4
AK2
A K 10 9 8 7 4
´
™
t
®

10 9 3
9732
765
Q62
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

AKQ8
AQJ86
Q 10 9
3

7652
K 10 5
J843
J5

West
Kakalan

North
Chang

2®
4®
4NT
6®

Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
H T Huang
1™
2´
4™
5™

South
Wang
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

This deal, from a semi-final of the NTU,
features one of the most awful mistakes I
have seen at international level. Before I

4. E/W Game. Dealer East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AQ96
4
K6
KJ8754

K 10 8 4
10 8 7 6 5
J 10 8 7
–
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

2
J3
AQ532
A Q 10 9 6

J753
AKQ92
94
32

West
Arutiunian

North
Nowak

Dble
Dble
6®

4™
Pass
All Pass

East
Bielawski
1t
Pass
5®

South
Janiszewski
1™
Pass
Pass

come to that, let’s admire the auction of Kakalan and
Huang. East shows his extra strength with a reverse of 2´.
West then bids 4® rather than 3®. I like the bid! It shows
excellent clubs and potential slam values. East cue-bids 4™
and then shows two club keycards (his aces). When North
leads a heart against 6®, declarer rises with the ™A and
plays clubs from the top. He is soon writing 1370 on his
scorecard.
Right, you are looking forward to hearing about the truly
catastrophic mistake. At the other table Gong heard about
partner’s good clubs but preferred to play in 6NT. With East
as declarer there was no damage done, you might think.
However, South led the ®J, won with the ®A. Declarer then
finessed the ™Q, rather than clearing the clubs, and went
one down! Over the years, I (and perhaps many of you)
have made a fair number of lamentable gaffes. Nothing
quite as bad as that, however. Not that I can remember.
Awards: 6NT (E)/6® (10), 6NT(W) (7), games (5), grands/
part-scores (1).

This deal comes from the Polish Premier League and the
auction shown is worthy of our study – a masterclass in
competitive bidding. West begins with a negative double to
get his spades into the picture. East is not strong enough to
bid 5® opposite a one-level negative double. When West
shows extra strength with his second double, East does go to
5®. Such a bid, made when vulnerable against nonvulnerable, means that you think the contract will be made.
West was absolutely right to bid a sixth club on the
assumption that the two minor suits would run. A fine
auction! At the other table things were more timid:
West
Kalita

North
Wujkow

Dble
5®
Dble

4™
Pass
All Pass

East
Nowosadzki
1t
Pass
Pass

South
Smieszek
1™
Pass
5™

West led a trump, missing the chance of one or two spade
ruffs, and that was only one down for a loss of 15 IMPs.
Awards: 6® (10), 5® (7), 5t (4), 4™ dbld by S (3).
www.ebu.co.uk
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5. N/S Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

10 9 3 2
KQ
A4
Q9653

West
Gawel

North
Smieszek

Dble
2´
3®
3™
5®

Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

8
A 10 8 7 4
K65
AKJ8

East
Jagniewski
1™
2®
Pass
3t
4t
6®

South
Wujkow
1´
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Let’s enjoy some more fine bidding from the Polish Premier
League. Jagniewski rebids only 2® facing his partner’s
negative double and Gawel then shows his strength with a
2´ cue-bid. North’s double on ´K-x seems obvious but in
fact it helps the opponents. Gawel is now able to bid a forcing
3®. East’s 3t is a stopper bid and his subsequent 4t a cuebid. When West calls it a day in 5®, East adds a sixth club.
Well judged, indeed!
The auction at the other table was a few miles behind in
its accuracy. South overcalled 2´, West again making a
negative double. However, when East responded 3®, West
passed. The ugly 3®+3 on their card cost them 13 IMPs.
Awards: 6® (10), 5®/4™ (6), 6™ (5), part-scores (2).

after his partner’s passed-hand Drury 2®, showing a sound
heart raise. He bids his spades and East then jumps to game.
What do you make of West’s subsequent leap to 6™?
As I see it, an assessment of ‘wild gamble’ is appropriate.
Partner has not guaranteed anything that wonderful in
spades and would bid 4™ on any maximum. The ´J was
onside and declarer escaped for one down.

6. Game All. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

9874
AKJ8764
–
AK

N
W E
S

West
Cronier
1™
2´
6™

F

´
™
t
®

Q 10 3
Q 10 2
AQ965
10 7

West
Helgemo

East
Zaleski
Pass
2®
4™

1™
4t

inally, we visit the final of the French
Division Nationale 1.

Philippe Cronier sees a chance of a slam

East
Helness
Pass
2®
4™

Helgemo does much better with his splinter bid of 4t.
With so much wasted in diamonds, Helness then has an
obvious sign-off. Lorenzini (North) chooses the right
moment to lead a low spade from ´A-J-5-2 and the
defenders claim the first three tricks. They still lost 13 IMPs.
Awards: 4NT/4™ (10), 5™ (6), 5NT (2), slams (1).

Our experts produce a mixture of excellent and somewhat poor bidding. They score 44 out of 60, giving you
a reasonable chance of coming close. We should be able to pick out some worthwhile bidding tips.

Tips to Remember
stop short of a potential slam just because a particular hand with partner will give it no play.
• Don’t
Try to assess the overall likelihood of the slam proving successful. Top players such as Helgemo and
Helness are very aggressive with their slam bidding.
bids (and mini splinters) are valuable devices for evaluating how well two hands fit. When
• Splinter
the bidding starts 1™–1´–4®, for example, the opener is showing no more strength than 4´ would
do. He is telling partner why he is worth going to game.
doubles in the middle of an auction sometimes assist the opponents. The great Italians,
• Lead-directing
for instance, were very wary of using them.
r
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White House Juniors 2017
A very good third

click

by Kyle Lam

T

he team of Shivam Shah & Alex Roberts,
Michael Alishaw & Stephen Kennedy with
NPC Graham Osborne travelled to
Amsterdam to contest the White House Juniors
competition. Some 24 teams from countries as
diverse as Poland and Brazil travelled to contest this
annual competition.
The format of the competition is slightly unusual
with the field separated into two groups of 12 teams
for the opening two days. Each team plays every
other in a round-robin of 10-board matches with
the top six from each group qualifying for the
Intermediate A final and the rest for the B final.
With our Juniors qualifying in third place in their
group, they proceeded to the A final with a healthy
carry-over.
Here is an exciting board against the Israeli U20
team which cemented their qualification place:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ J983
™ A95
t 6
® Q 10 7 6 3
KQ642
´ 10 7 5
N
KJ43
™ 8
W
E
K85
t Q 10 7 3 2
S
5
® KJ94
´ A
™ Q 10 7 6 2
t AJ94
® A82

West
Baniri
1´
Pass
Pass
Dble

North
Kennedy
Pass
3®
4™
All Pass

East
Khutorsky
2´
Pass
Pass

South
Alishaw
Dble
3™
Pass

In the Open Room the auction was identical up to
3®. South then elected to pass and Alex Roberts
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link

holding the West cards competed to 3´ which
South let go. This drifted two off for a quiet 100 to
North/South.
Meanwhile, in the Closed Room events were
certainly not for the faint-hearted. Michael Alishaw
found another call over 3® and Stephen Kennedy as
North could find no excuse not to raise him to
game. The Israeli West raised the stakes by doubling
and soon Michael found himself at the dizzy heights
of 4™ doubled.
West led the ´K which Alishaw won in hand and
then cashed the ®A at trick two. After cashing the
tA he embarked on a cross ruff. A diamond ruff,
spade ruff, diamond ruff and another spade ruff
resulted in this position with the lead in South’s
hand:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
Q6
KJ43
–
–

J
A
–
Q 10 7 6
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
8
Q 10
KJ9

–
Q 10 7
J
82

Alishaw now had seven tricks and played a fourth
diamond from hand, West pitched a spade and he
ruffed with the ™A. He scored a ninth trick by
ruffing the ´J. Realising that West had only trumps
left he exited with a club and West was forced to
concede a trick to the ™Q for +790 and 12 IMPs to
England.
Where did West go wrong? The more eagle-eyed
of you may have noticed West’s error. On the crucial
play of the tJ, West needed to ruff under the ™A!
Now after declarer ruffs a spade and exits a club
www.ebu.co.uk

West can pitch a spade allowing East to win the trick
and play a heart through declarer’s ™Q-10 for one
down. It’s hard work to collect one off!
In the Intermediate finals, teams face the top six
teams from the other group. The top seven teams
from the A final together with the winner of the B
final progress to the quarter final knock-out stage.
Events in this round were much more tense and the
results went down to the last match. A comfortable
victory over the Belgians saw the Juniors qualify in
the final qualification place and earned them a
quarter final against Norway.
The quarter final was a close-fought affair with
England taking a one IMP lead at half time. In the
second half, the Juniors extended this lead by 20
more IMPs and progressed to a semi-final vs
Poland. Unfortunately, the run of form stopped
there and the Juniors could not recoup an opening
half loss of 30 IMPs. This was the best performance
by an English side for many years and they should
certainly be very proud. It was the last stop before
the Junior Europeans in Bratislava in July where the
Juniors will certainly be vowing to avenge their
r
defeat by the Poles.

WELCOME TO FIVE NEWLY
AFFILIATED CLUBS

CAMBRIDGE WINS PORTLAND
BOWL

Cambridge has won the Portland Bowl, the UK's
inter-universities competition. The B team
defeated Oxford A in the 48-board final by 40
IMPs. The team members were (pictured from
left) Freddie Illingworth, Kripa Panchagnula, Kyle
Lam and Michael Alishaw (Jonathan Clark had
played in an earlier round in the competition).
Cambridge A beat Bath by 15 IMPs in the playoff
for third place. This was a fourth consecutive
victory for Cambridge (their 14th in total) with
Kyle playing in all four, and Michael and Freddie
in the last three. It was Kripa and Jonathan's
debut. The photograph shows Deputy Chairman
of the Portland Club, Giles Hargreave, presenting
the trophy to the winning team.

Castle Cary Bridge Club, Somerset
Thursdays, Methodist Hall, 7.15pm
See www.bridgewebs.com/castlecary

Hailsham Bridge Club, Sussex
Monday evenings and Friday afternoons.
See www.bridgewebs.com/hailsham

Poulton Bridge Club, Lancashire
Nine sessions per week, Mon-Sat
See www.bridgewebs.com/poulton

Settle Bridge Club, Yorkshire
Tues evenings and Thurs afternoons
St Johns Methodist Church

Sonera Bridge Club, Middlesex
Newly established club playing in South
Kenton, north-west London
Initially playing every Thursday night.
Intending to introduce weekend sessions,
and a comprehensive education programme
See www.bridgewebs.com/sonera
Visitors are welcome at all five clubs.
www.ebu.co.uk

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are
bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of
claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are
available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser,
should consult a local Trading Standards Office
or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors.
Members should ensure when booking holidays
that they take suitable precautions to protect
their booking: check the company is part of a
relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out
suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by
credit card. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to April’s Problems

link

Hand 1
´ KJ52
™ A63
t 10 9 4
® A52

South
1´
2®

West
Pass
All Pass

North
1NT

East
Pass

play ´A, spade ruff, diamond to hand and another
spade ruff at least (maybe even another diamond
and another spade ruff). Hence the ace is better. On
these kind of auctions I would lead trumps almost
always, including from dangerous looking holdings
such as Q-x-x. Even if it costs a trick it almost always
comes back by stopping ruffs.
HHHHHH

Choose from: (a) ™A; (b) t10; (c) ®A; (d) ®2.

Hand 2
´ K 10 5 2
™ Q9432
t K7
® 86

(a) ™A: 1 mark. I see no reason at all for this
highly speculative lead. Is declarer really going to
discard heart losers quickly on diamonds?

(b) t10: 5 marks. Well if I was not going to lead
a trump this would be my choice. It is relatively safe
in terms of giving away tricks and may well set up a
trick in partner’s hand. But it is way, way inferior to
a trump for the following reasons:
(c) ®A: 10 marks. In these kind of auctions when
responder has passed opener’s second suit it is
almost always right to lead trumps, and particularly
so when you have a strong holding in declarer’s first
suit. Consider what dummy will be – short spades
for sure, usually a singleton at most, and some clubs
and a hand too weak to raise. Once you see that
picture the need to stop dummy’s ruffs becomes
obvious. I choose the ace as I want to get as many
trumps off the dummy as fast as possible. That is
why the ace is superior to:
(d) ®2: 8 marks. Right idea, but unless partner
has the ®K then declarer will win and could easily

CONGRATULATIONS TO APRIL’S
WINNERS:
Master: Joy Allington
Huntingdon

Open: Nick Hunter
Wellingore, Lincoln
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click

by Alan Mould

Sponsored by

South

West

North
1™
2®
2™

1´
Pass
Pass
2t1
3NT
All Pass
1
Fourth suit forcing - game forcing.

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™3; (c) tK; (d) ®8.

Not a very attractive collection to lead from! What
is the best of a bad job?
(a) ´2: 3 marks. Consider the auction. Declarer
clearly has a diamond stop, but is not interested in
partner’s hearts, nor particularly in clubs. Why then
did she put in fourth suit? Presumably to try and get
delayed spade support. That means declarer will
have five (or more) spades and all a spade will do is
help set up declarer’s suit.
(b) ™3: 6 marks. This time leading dummy’s
known five plus card suit? At least it is fairly passive
and unlikely to give away any tricks that declarer
could not have got for herself. So I prefer it to a
spade or:
(c) tK: 2 marks. What is wrong with leading the
fourth suit I hear you say? Well you are short in it
with a terrible holding for leading. Moreover, it is
entirely possible that diamonds is the opposition’s
longest suit and the one they will play on for tricks!
www.ebu.co.uk

Imagine opener being 1-5-3-4 without a diamond
stop and declarer 5-1-4-3 for example.

(d) ®8: 10 marks. This would be my choice. In
general people do not lead dummy’s second suit
enough against 3NT. You are often leading through
honours to partner’s hand. Here that may be the
case, nothing else seems attractive, and you may
well cause declarer all sorts of communication
problems. Imagine the shape of the hands above
and the defence starting something like club to
partner, spade to you, club again from you. Declarer
has difficulties untangling things now.

with partner having tA-Q and ®K, but those are
far rarer than partner having a smattering of high
cards in all the suits and the contract crawling one
r
off slowly.

HUGHES & PRESTON WIN
NATIONAL PAIRS

HHHHHH

Hand 3
´ 3
™ 9742
t K532
® AQ73
South
1NT1
1

West
All Pass

North

East

12-14.

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) a heart; (c) t2; (d) ®3.

(a) ´3: 1 mark. Why? Yes, partner will have some
spades (no one else has bid them) but the
opposition will have more combined spades than
us, so this is just doing declarer’s work for her.

Andy Hughes & Steve Preston won the National
Pairs at the final held in Daventry in early April,
ahead of the fifty pairs who qualified from the
Regional Finals. Julian Mitchell & Peter Clinch
were second, pipping Steve Root & Lynton Stock
who came third.
The National Pairs is part of the Championship
Series with points earned towards the Player of the
Year Championship. Andy & Steve were new
entries in joint 22nd position after their win.

JERSEY CONGRESS WINNERS

(b) a heart: 10 marks. One of your longest suits
so you hope to set up the long card in it and it does
not lead away from your honours, neatly combining
the twin aims of setting up tricks and not giving
away cheap tricks.

(c) t2: 7 marks. For similar reasons to the heart
above, combining passivity and aggression. There
are some combinations where a diamond lead
actually costs a trick, but with these poor pips
actually not that many.

(d) ®3: 2 marks. Fourth highest of your longest and
strongest eh? I can take you to people who would
give this lead a negative mark, considering it much
worse than a spade. 1NT is a very different contract
to defend from 3NT for example. If you are going to
beat it, it is liable to be a battle and the defenders
expect to get in several times. So one of the primary
objectives is not to give away cheap tricks, which a
club (and then a spade) is likely to do. Yes, there are
hands where you lead a heart and declarer gleefully
cashes four hearts and four spades and concedes,
www.ebu.co.uk

The 10-day Lambourne Jersey Festival was held at
the end of April. The Swiss Pairs was won by Dan
McIntosh & Rune Hauge (both Channel Islands).
The Green Pointed Swiss Teams was won by Mike
Walsh, Andrew Thompson, Mike Bull and
Graham Horscroft (pictured). Norman Le Cocq,
CICBA Chairman, stands in the middle.
The main midweek Seniors events were won by
Chris Taylor & David Wing, and by the team of
Gary Hyett, Alan Cooke, Maureen Stairs & Brian
Stairs. The full results can be seen at
www.ebu.co.uk/results/596.
June 2017 English Bridge
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2017 Survey

T

hank you to all those that took part in our
survey about the future of English Bridge.

The good news is that on balance we are doing
everything ‘about right’, and a lot of you had very
positive things to say about the magazine and the
contributors. Most people were happy with the
articles and the level of articles. Two exceptions
were Bridge Ha Ha and the County News. The
majority were happy to scrap these in principle, but
maintain their spirit.
As a result, we are continuing the crossword and
the cartoon competition, and welcome jokes,
stories, poems and witticisms from our readers, but
these will be spread across the magazine, without a
dedicated page.
From the next issue we won’t be printing County
News in its current form, as it seems there is little
appetite for such a large part of the magazine to be
devoted to it. Most counties are providing an up-todate and thorough report of their own news
through their websites and newsletters, and it seems
fitting that you should get your county news from
your county, rather than a delayed and rather dated
summary via English Bridge.
We would, however, still like to carry news from
counties where it is of interest to a wider audience.
We hope that counties or individuals will send in
appealing news or photos of winners who have
done really well – the young pair who came second
in the County Pairs, or the 95-year olds who won
the Men’s Pairs. Let’s celebrate the ordinary players
who are not yet the card Gods.
We still welcome your county experiences – good
bridge holidays, celebrations, twinning stories, café
bridge, new initiatives that have worked well – and
these will appear as items in the paper magazine.
For the next few issues, the County News will be
returned to one section and put online. At the end
of the year we will assess whether this change has
been successful.
This will free up space to use for more
educational articles (yes please, you said), from
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more authors (please, not all from the same old,
same old you said) and increase the breadth of
articles (easier and harder topics please).

MORE FROM YOU

But there was a strong call for more input from
the average reader – more letters, more articles from
‘club nights’, more analysis of hands sent in by
readers etc. Well that depends on YOU. We publish
nearly every suitable letter we receive. We analyse
nearly every hand sent in, and while educational
articles are the preserve of our experts, we would
love some tales from club nights but it requires your
input.
Please make an effort to send in hands, stories
and letters. All will be warmly welcomed, but letters
must be polite and cogent – no rants! We are
kicking this off with a wonderful deal from Geoff
Parfitt on page 39 – he made 13 tricks in NT with a
balanced hand and just 21 points between them.

AN ONLINE INDEX
GREAT NEWS – we have developed an index of
educational articles by author and topic. They are
available here: www.ebu.co.uk/article-index.

CALENDAR
Some bright spark suggested we clump the ads for
forthcoming EBU events in one place – it seemed a
good idea – so they are all with
the Calendar, see page 33.
www.ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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Fast Track Bridge

W

e are all very excited
at EBED with our
forthcoming
publication Fast Track Bridge –
Learn and Play in 24 hours.
Fast Track Bridge is our latest
learning programme. The
course work book adds to our
portfolio of Bridge for All
learning
publications
–
Beginning Bridge Book One
and Continuing Bridge Book
Two.
But this book is unique in
that it provides our teachers the
opportunity to use the national
learning programme in a
variety of settings other than
the traditional three terms of learning. It works for
holiday bridge, taster bridge and stand alone short
courses. The programme can be delivered over 24
hours of learning.
Officially the publication will be available from
August onwards in time for the new teaching year
but we can’t wait to show it to our teachers. We are
therefore holding a series of regional previews so
that our teachers can view the publication and
check out how they can apply it to their own new
courses.

5 Aug, Bristol, Bristol BC. Tutor Lorna Watson
8 Aug, Eastbourne, congress venue. Tutor Mike Eden
14 Aug, Manchester, MBC. Tutor Sue Maxwell
16 Aug, London, YC. Tutor Mike Eden
21 Aug, West Midlands, WMBC. Tutor Sue Maxwell
22 Aug, Welwyn Garden City BC. Tutor Gary Ames
Each preview will start at 10.30am and last for
about three hours. Coffee and biscuits provided. All
bridge teachers are welcome.
Teachers need to book into the session, which is
free of charge, by emailing Lisa Miller at EBED.
lisa@ebedcio.org.uk. Each preview will run subject
to sufficient numbers.

EBED TEACHERS’ CONVENTION
(PREVIOUSLY KNOWN AS JAMBOREE)

Grange Hotel in Warwickshire
on the 8-10th September.
For more information about
the full programme and costs
email sue@ebedcio.org.uk.
There has already been a
significant uptake on places and
bookings are limited so do not
delay in booking your place.
The full residential package
which includes all of the
seminars and bridge sessions
can be booked with our
partners, Bridge Overseas 0800
0346 346. Non residential
delegates should contact Lisa
Miller on 01296 317217 or
lisa@ebedcio.org.uk

JUNIOR U26 DUPLICATE PAIRS
8 July, Stoke FC
Part of the
MindSports UK Youth Championships
www.msaukyc.com
Entry £10 per player. Cash Prize fund.
Entries welcome from individuals or pairs.

JUNIOR TEACH-IN 2017
1-3 September, Loughborough University
Tuition, coaching and play
www.ebedcio.org.uk/junior-teach-in
Residential (2 nights, full board)
juniors £140/adults £155 (net of Early Bird
discount of £20 for entries received by 9th June).
For both events please contact Richard Banbury,
richard@ebedcio.org.uk
01296 317218 for info or to enter

All teachers are invited to our EBED Teachers’
Convention which is taking place at the Chesford
50 English Bridge June 2017
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EBU MAKES DONATIONS TO
MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT
AND EBED
The EBU is pleased to have made donations to
Macmillan Cancer Support and English Bridge
Education and Development, on behalf of its
members.
Whenever a club holds a charity event a special
reduced licence fee is paid to the EBU, and the
collated fees are donated to charity. The funds
collected for the financial year 2014-15 have been
donated to Macmillan to support their work, with
over £1,300 given to help fund more nurses and
therapists to help people through cancer
treatment.
The funds for 2015-16 – nearly £1,200 – have
been donated to EBED, the national charity for
bridge, to help support the development of the
game in England and bring the benefits the game
offers to a wider audience.

GARDEN CITY FINALISTS
The Garden City Trophy is an EBU competition
for individual clubs which represent their county.
Played in a Teams of Eight format, clubs are
chosen through a County Championship to play
in the regional finals which are held in four
centres across the country in May. The two topplaced finalists from each venue go on to compete
in the final which takes place on 24 June at West
Midlands BC, Solihull.
This year the following clubs succeeded in the
regional finals and will go on to compete for the
Trophy in June:

Northern – Manchester BC & Nottingham BC
South West – Bristol BC & Allendale BC (Dorset)
South East – Tunbridge Wells BC, Btons

BC

(London)

Midlands – Cambridge BC, Norfolk & Norwich BC.
The current holders of the Trophy are Reading
Bridge Club, from Berks & Bucks CBA.
www.ebu.co.uk

EUROPEAN BRIDGE LEAGUE
HALL OF FAME
Nicola Smith and John
Holland have been chosen among the inaugural stars for the EBL Hall
of Fame. The Hall has
been established to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the formation of
the European Bridge
League, and nine players
will be inducted during
a ceremony at the European Championships in
Italy in June.
Nicola has played in
the European Championships 24 times for
Great Britain and later the England's Women's
Team, winning a gold medal on eight occasions.
She has also won numerous other medals, including gold in the Venice Cup twice. She was awarded
an MBE in 1995 for her contribution to bridge.
John has played in the last six European
Championships, the most recent four
appearances in the Seniors’ event in which he won
a gold medal in 2014. He also won the D'Orsi
Bowl – the Senior World Championships – in 2009.

SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON BRIDGE
A scientific conference took
place in April on the topic
of Recreational Activity and
Joy in Senior’s Life, with a
day devoted to the positive
effects of bridge. One of the
guest speakers was Prof.
Sam Punch (pictured), of
Stirling University, who is
collaborating with English Bridge Education and
Development on its work looking at the health
and wellbeing benefits of playing bridge. Speakers
from six other countries also presented papers on
the topic, showing the wide ranging interest in the
positive impact of playing bridge.
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
GOING fOR A DROP
Regarding Simon Cope’s
article Decisions, Decisions,
(December 2016, p20). Based on
Simon’s estimates of what other
players will do (at pairs) he
recommends playing against the
odds by trying to drop the king.
But the whole point of that
particular example is that if the
king drops, the 3NT contract
which you’ve missed and which
the majority will play in, goes off.
Your only net effect is to put at
risk your position vis a vis those
in 2NT who, not risking the
drop, will beat you more often
than you will beat them.
Richard Betts
Thanks for your letter to English
Bridge which was forwarded to
me – and I am rather pleased to
tell you that there is plenty of
merit to your comments on
whether or not one should try and
drop the stiff king in a 2NT
contract – indeed I believe your
argument is correct. At MP pairs,
there is often merit to playing an
anti-percentage line if you think
you are in an anti-room
contract – but the example I gave
is flawed because of the point you
so validly made. It is true that you
will gain on those playing 2NT,
but you will lose to them far more
often, and if there is a singleton
king offside you are already
beating all the pairs in the
(doomed) 3NT.
Simon Cope

MAJOR PEDANTRY
I wish to draw attention to a
rule referenced by that fellow
Cochemé (April 2017, p30). In
reply to a sound question from
52 English Bridge June 2017

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

Herefordshire he says a player
cannot be in two teams in the
European
or
World
Championships. This totally fails
to prevent the memsahibs Smith
and Brock from playing in three.
It is my belief that such
imprecision should not be
tolerated.
Major Booth Coup (rtd)

LIPOGRAMS Of NOTE
Simon Cochemé (and Jeremy
Dhondy) (April 2017, p31)
showed great flair when writing
their lipograms in the last issue.
The most famous lipogrammatic work of literature is a
novel by a Frenchman called
Georges Perec. It is called La
Disparition, and contains no
letter ‘e’ from beginning to end.
Even odder is the fact that an
Englishman called Gilbert Adair
translated La Disparition into
English, and gave it the title A
Void. Like the original, it eschews
the letter ‘e’. For this remarkably
pointless task, he received an
award, and when he died, his
obituary was in The Times.
Adair's translation reflects the
character of the original. The
English is just as stilted and
artificial as that in Perec's
original text. It could hardly be
otherwise, seeing that, in French,
the masculine definite article
singular, the feminine indefinite
article singular and all plural
articles are unavailable for use.
The result is this sort of tosh:
‘I am hungry,’ thought Lou.
‘Fish. I fancy fish. Fish is good.
Fish is tasty. Cod or salmon. Both
outstanding.
Gurnard
too.

Gurnard is light and fluffy. So is
brill. Brill is brill. But not
haddock. Haddock is tough and
rough.
But no! Not fish! Pork or lamb
would satisfy my longing for food.’
And so on for a couple of
hundred pages of turgidly
unreadable prose. John Brown

DOUBLE PARTNER!
I read Simon Cocheme's
article (April 2017, p31) with
interest, especially the section on
doubling one's partner's bid.
How sensible to make use of
what is otherwise a wasted and
redundant bid . . . Indeed I could
think of a number of
constructive uses for it.
Suzanne L’Estrange

BRIDGE & CRICkET
I was interested to read Luisa
Otte’s letter regarding Mark
Benson (April 2017, p53). As a
keen cricket follower (in which I
am not alone among bridge
players – Taunton Bridge Club
has been known to field a team
of anything up to 12 among the
crowd at Somerset’s County
Ground) – I well remember Mr
Benson as one of the best and
most durable county cricketers
of his generation.
Given the tenacity of his
batting and the intelligence of
his captaincy I am not at all
surprised at his success as a
bridge player.
Mr
Benson
represented
England at cricket twice (and did
not disgrace himself), but has
not (yet) done so at bridge. I
wonder how many of your
www.ebu.co.uk

readers know the identity of the
only (to my knowledge) dual
international at the two sports?
Mike Leach
Answer online, p74

I AM A NOBODY
Ian Dalziel’s letter (April 2017,
p52) says no one reads the
County News or the Landmark
Promotions. This no one read of
three people I know in your
County News and two people I
know
in
the
Landmark
Promotions. I shall be glad to
congratulate these five people
when I meet them at the bridge
table.
No One
I am afraid that Ian is right –
most of the readership would
rather have more educational
articles and keep up with their
County News on their county
website. We will continue
publishing
the
Landmark
Promotions and the County News
will be online from August, though
we hope to eventually phase it out.
Our last survey was taken in 2010,

and the difference in attitude to
County News was immense. We
assume this reflects the adoption
of the internet into most homes,
with readers referring to their
county websites more frequently.
Ed

MACMILLAN
Thank you so much for your
fantastic donation of £1,343.50
to Macmillan Cancer Support.
Because of your generosity we’ll
be able to reach more people
with our life-changing support.
Macmillan
believes
that
everyone affected by cancer
should be able to get the help
and support they need, so they
don’t go through cancer alone.
That’s exactly what your
donation is helping us achieve.
Your donation will help us to
fund more nurses and therapists
to help people through cancer
treatment. It will help us to
provide more information and
support centres offering free and

confidential advice. It will
support us in our campaigns to
improve cancer care and fight
discrimination. Your donation
will help us be there for patients,
carers, families and communities
every step of the way.
Please remember that the
Macmillan team is here to help
you and your colleagues too.
Each year, over 100,000 people of
working age are diagnosed with
cancer in the UK. More than
500,000 people are balancing
caring for a loved one with
cancer with a full or part time
job. That’s why Macmillan offers
a free and comprehensive range
of work and cancer resources to
support
employers,
line
managers and employees. If
you’re interested in doing
something else for Macmillan,
we’d love to have you on board.
www.macmillan.org.uk/getinvolved has more details.
Rebecca Forbes
Supporter Donations Team

fAvOURITE TWINNING SUGGESTIONS
SENT IN BY READERS:
ANDOvER - LE MENEZ

LICENSED BRIDGE
MANCHESTER - MAC ON
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means that:

LEICESTER - PIEGUT

•

ETON - ORANGE

•

BATTLE - AGINCOURT

•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a
licence from the EBU.
They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with EBU
scales.
These Master Points will be accepted and added to player records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye-laws,
thus affording all players the protection of playing within the

ALBI - vICTORIA
TOURS - RYDE
And several readers who enthusiastically
wrote about the pleasure that can be gained
through twinning with a foreign bridge club.
Thank you all.
www.ebu.co.uk

jurisdiction of the EBU.
All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master Points credited to
their records save for events in Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
Republic of Ireland, New Zealand and Australia. The conversion of
Green Points to Gold Points will only happen at English events, the
BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.
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RANKED MASTERS PAIRS WINNERS

PREMIE
R GRAN
D MAS
TERS

NATIONAL MASTERS

GRAND MAS
TERS

REGIONAL MASTERS

S
PREMIER LIFE MASTER

MASTERS

Seven pairs were victorious in the Masters and Ranked Masters Pairs championships held at the end of
February. The Ranked Masters Pairs took place in Birmingham. The winners were:

Premier Grand Masters Pairs - Sandy Davies & Tom Gisborne
Grand Masters Pairs - David Kendrick & Roger Gibbons
Premier Life Masters Pairs - Callum McKail & Nigel Wolfendale
Life Masters Pairs - Richard Creamer & Norman Inniss (not pictured)
National Masters Pairs - Shahzaad Natt & Ambrose Holmes-Mackie
Regional Masters Pairs - Jeffrey Jones & Dominic Wilson.
The Masters Pairs, for those ranked below Regional Master, was held at seven venues around the
country, and scored nationally. The winners were Elisabeth Bingham & Lars McBride, who played at
Richmond BC, with Ann Owen & Cath Fox, who played at First Class Bridge Academy in Billericay,
finishing second.

BELL TEAM WINS ONLINE KNOCK-OUT TEAMS
Mike Bell enjoyed a terrific May as his team won the EBU's Online Knock-out Teams competition to add
to his earlier victory in the Schapiro Spring Foursomes. Playing with Paul Gipson, Alex Gipson and Paul
Russell (Sarah O'Connor played in an earlier round), they defeated the team of Robert Plumley, Rune
Hauge, Daniel McIntosh and Andy Hall (Erik Saelensminde played in an earlier round) by 33 IMPs in the
final. The Plate competition has reached the semi-final stage. A new competition will start in January 2018
with entries opening later this year.
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LONDON & NORTHERN EASTER FESTIVALS

David Bakhshi & Ollie Burgess (pictured above)
won the Guardian Trophy for the Championship
Pairs at the Easter Festival in London. Tom
Dessain & Tugrul Kaban came second. The
competition is part of the Championship Series,
and took David to the top of the Player of the Year
Championship.

The Swiss Teams competition at the London
Festival was won by Shahzaad Natt, Kiril Delev,
Szczepan Smoczynski, Peter Ivanov and Stefano
Tommasini who won all their matches. The team
of Frances Hinden, Graham Osborne, Jeffrey
Allerton and Martin Garvey were second.
The London
Swiss Pairs was
won by Alistair
Kent & Ben
Green, ahead
of Ed Jones &
Jason Hackett.
The London B
Flight Swiss Pairs
was won by Tony
Ye & Xiaojia Rao,
just one VP ahead
of Tony Verran &
Brian Gladman.

www.ebu.co.uk

Alan Mould & John Holland won the Swiss Pairs
competition at the Northern Easter Festival by a
single VP ahead of Sue & Nick Woodcock.

The winners of
the Northern
'non-expert' prize
were Charles
Burton & Eric
Finkle.
Alan Nelson,
Rhona Goldenfield,
Bernard
Goldenfield and
Kath Nelson were
the winners of the
Northern Swiss
Teams
competition.
They finished four VPs ahead of Jeff Wilkins, Ann
Wilkins, Michael Tomlinson & Linda Smith.
John Holland
& Jeff Smith
won the
Northern
Open Pairs.

Bernard & Rhona
Goldenfield won
the Northern
Mixed Pairs.
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COUNTY NEWS
Local Results (if submitted) and obituaries are in the online magazine (page 69 onwards).
We do encourage members to visit their county website for up-to-date news and results. The
websites are given in each report.
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
AT Crockfords the teams led by Peter Shelley
(Goalby, Covill & Turner) and David Jones
(Dixon, Hartley & Lawy) have reached the 4th
round.
In the Nicko the leading Bristol and West
of England teams are both through to round four.
In the Senior Teams, Peter Shelley, Brian Goalby, Mike
Letts & Andrew Urbanski have reached the quarter final.
Cathy & Andrew Smith came second nationally in the
Portland Pairs (EBU National Mixed Pairs) in a field of over
300 pairs.
David Jones (with Miles Cowling) qualified for the
National Pairs Final where he finished in 5th place in the 50
pair final.
Steve Turner (with Rod Marks) secured 2nd place in the
Devon Swiss Pairs (100 pairs) and 3rd in the Swiss Teams (54
teams) held in Torquay in April.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
AT the EBU Ranked Masters’ Pairs in February
at Birmingham Airport, Alan Oddie & Iain
Roberts were second while David & Jane Jensen
were 11th in the Grand Masters Pairs. Janis
Maurins & David Woulds came second in the
Life Masters Pairs.
Other results of note – EBU Spring Sim Pairs: Monday 3
April, Ron Davis & David Harris 15th with 65%, Bob Brown
& Peter Malpass 22nd with 63.3% (Leighton Buzzard Club).
Tuesday 4 April: Alan Cooke & Maris Sheppard were 18th
with 63.7% (Bedford Club).
Diary dates: 18 June, BBA Green-Pointed Swiss Pairs to be
held at Wixam Village Hall. Further details from the BBA
website.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
B&B PLAYERS featured prominently in the EBU
Ranked Masters: Pat Dowdeswell & Mike Ribbins
were 3rd in the Grand Masters; Nigel Wolfendale
& Callum McKail were 1st in the Premier Life
Masters Pairs (see p54); Angela Flintoft & Liz
Hayton were 6th in the Life Masters Pairs; and Rita Evans &
Bridget Hughes were 5th in the Regional Masters Pairs.
In the National Pairs regional finals Pat Dowdeswell &
Mike Ribbins were 8th (and then finished 16th in the national
final), with Nigel Wolfendale & Callum McKail 12th.
Congratulations to Dick Davey, Richard Bowdery, Ed Scerri,
Gary Jones and Andrew Murphy, winners of the 2016-17
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County Teams Knock-out Championship (the Crowhurst
Quaich), and commiserations to the runners-up Bob Holder,
David Beever, Callum McKail, Nigel Wolfendale, Kevin Elstow
and Phil Thornton. The Davey team will be invited to
represent the county in the Pachabo Cup.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org
WE would like to congratulate the following Cambs
and Hunts players for their great success in county
and national events.
The Cambs and Hunts A Team has won the ECL
(Eastern County League) for 2016-2017.
Paul Fegarty & Catherine Curtis had a particularly good
run – they won the Portland Pairs and came 4th in the
National Pairs.
In the Ranked Masters Pairs, David Kendrick won the
Grand Masters Pairs (see p54) and Matthew Johnson & Henry
Lockwood came second in the Regional Masters Pairs.
In the County Pairs event (the qualifying event for the
Corwen Trophy) Julian Wightwick & John Liebeschuetz took
first place, followed closely by Graham Hazel & Jon BonsorMatthews and Paul Fegarty & Catherine Curtis.
In the Novice Pairs event, Aningya Sharma & Freddie
Wright, Tony & Frances Cliff and Liam & Jamie Fegarty led
the field.

Channel Islands
www.bridgewebs.com/cicbaguernsey – Guernsey
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba – Jersey
THE County Teams was won by the Jersey team of
Howard Basden-Smith, Sue Rankin, David Hole
and David Friswell. They defeated Peter & Gill
Pitcher, Jackie Rumball and Robert Brouard in the
Jersey semi-final and the team of Dan McIntosh, Mike Bane,
Robert Plumley and Sue Shaw in the final.
In the Jersey District County Mixed Pairs Qualifier, Brian
Youd & June Le Blancq came 1st, and Chris Hill & Jane Knight
came 2nd.
In the CICBA Winter Cup Sue Rankin came 1st, with
runner up Howard Basden-Smith.
The Highfield Winter Cup was won by Howard BasdenSmith, with Rob Ingram coming 2nd.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
ROB Mabley, Celia Bishop, Viv Mably and
Richard Lingham (Devon) finished equal second
in the North Devon Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: 20 June, County Simultaneous

www.ebu.co.uk

Pairs, various clubs. 22-24 Sep, Cornwall Green-Pointed
Congress, The Falcon Hotel, Bude. Entry form on county
website or contact Rob Mabley 01208-814564.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
CONGRATULATIONS to winners of recent events in the
county: Joe Bryant, Rob Jones, Geoff Warren, Geoff Smith
(Teams of Four Championship); Colin Pote & Pat Meade
(Swiss Pairs Championship); Janet Heath & Joe Bryant (John
Perks Cup). Truro A won the Club Teams of Eight Championship.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS on recent achievements:
Stefan Lindfors & Alex Maddocks won the East
Wales Swiss Teams Congress (with Rob Lawy &
Andrew Thompson). At the Wiltshire green
pointed weekend, Warner Solomon, Ian Walsh, Gillian
Fawcett & Jane Moore won the Swiss Teams and Theo
Anoyrkatis (with Mike Bell) was 4th in the Swiss Pairs. In the
North Devon Congress the Swiss Pairs was won by Catherine
& Malcolm Boyack. Brian Johnson & Sue Hands and Terence
Treeby & Dave Strawbridge tied for 2nd place. The Swiss
Teams was won by Mike Orriel, Peter Bowles, Stefan Lindfors
and Ian Walsh. Harry & Sally Anoyrkatis finished fourth in
the EBU’s Portland Pairs.
In the Devon Congress, Warner Solomon & Pat Davies
won both the Swiss Pairs and the Swiss Teams (with Roger
Sweet & Stefan Lindfors).
Diary dates: 18 Jun, AGM and Swiss Teams. Full details
of all events and results are on the website.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
NATIONAL Pairs: Miles Cowling with partner
David Jones finished 5th. Bob Mott & Ann
Sharples and Chris Stevens & Alastair Cowley
also qualified for the final.
Dorset finished 5th in the final of the Tollemache (English
Inter County Teams of 8). This is the first time Dorset have
qualified for the final for 25+ years. Congratulations to Mike
Pownall, Daphne Philipps, Miles Cowling, Krzysztof Ginda,
Mark Hooper, Phil Norman, Ann Sharples, Bob Mott & Janet
Smith.
EBU Masters Pairs: Michael Yeo & Sarah Fazakerley
finished 5th.
Wiltshire Congress: Rod Marks with partner Stephen
Turner finished 6th.
Devon Congress: Rod Marks with partner Stephen Turner
finished 2nd. Rod Marks & Team finished 3rd. Anne Allerston
& Alan Wilson’s team finished 5th.
Diary dates: 18 June, Dorset Green Pointed Teams,
Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne. 23 July, Dorset Green
Pointed Pairs, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna, Wimborne.

www.ebu.co.uk

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
THE County 'B' team have won the Eastern
Counties League. Many congratulations to all
players, who represented the team during the
season.
Congratulations to all the following:
Ann Owen & Cath Fox for finishing 2nd in the Masters
Pairs. In the Grand Masters Pairs Marc Chawner & Paul
Spencer finished 5th with Albert Kitchin & Chris Taylor in 6th
place.
Pat Johnson, Peter Scotting, Sandy Riach and Chris Taylor
took 2nd place in the East Anglian Bridge Weekend Swiss
Teams.
Peter Oake and partner came 8th in the Portland Pairs.
Bridge England Pairs Sims: Tuesday 2nd Geoff Wootton &
Yekky Sannie-Lamptey, 4th Graham Foster & Ashley Nicklin.
Wednesday 6th Paul Spencer & Marc Chawner.
Eastern Counties League vs Suffolk: A team won 13-7, B
team won 16-4, C team won 14-6.
Diary dates: 4 June, Club Pairs, 11 June, George Curtis. 9
July, Really Easy Pairs, 19 July, Summer Seniors, 22 July GP
Herts and Essex Swiss Pairs, 23 July, GP Herts and Essex Swiss
Teams.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
IN the Midlands County League, our third team
won the Markham trophy. The first and second
teams came second and fourth respectively in
their divisions.
Jointly with Oxfordshire, we ran the Wessex Youth Bridge
weekend in April. Over 40 young people, from complete
beginners to experts, aged from 8 to 20 and coming from as
far away as Manchester and the Isle of Wight had a fantastic
weekend of bridge. Many thanks are due to Cheltenham
Bridge Club for hosting the bridge, to Cheltenham Ladies
College for providing overnight accommodation, to the
magnificent teachers and to the many other volunteers who
made the weekend a success. Next year’s dates to follow.
Newent Bridge Club congratulate Cynthia Moore and
Mary Jones, Chris Lewis and Daphne Hogarth for winning
the Newent Bowl.
Diary dates: 22-23 July, Gloucestershire and
Herefordshire Green Point Event, Ross-on-Wye. 4 Mar 2018,
40th anniversary of the Newent Bowl.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
NATIONAL Pairs Final: 1st Andy Hughes & Steve
Preston. East Wales Swiss Teams Congress: 2nd
Jeremy Dhondy. Wiltshire GP Swiss Pairs: 3rd
John Dakin. Harrogate GP Swiss Teams: 4th John
Dakin.
Diary dates: 10 June, Directors course: judgement rulings.
1 July, Directors course: assessment. Both events start at
10.30am at Basingstoke Bridge Club. Entries and further
information on HIOW website.
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Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
GEORGE Barrett and Mike Ralph came 12th in the National
Pairs Final, following their second place in the South-West
Regional Final.
The Gloucestershire and Herefordshire Green Pointed
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams will be held this year on 22nd and
23rd July at the Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye. Entry forms
are on both counties’ websites.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: 22-23 July, Gloucestershire & Herefordshire
Green Point Events, Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye
8 Sep, Annual General Meeting, 7pm, Saxon Hall, Hereford.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Bill Thurl &
Malcolm Harris on winning the HBA Seniors’
Pairs, to Stephen & Valerie Gold on winning the
Really Easy Pairs and John Birch & Marion
Cookmon on winning the final of the Marjorie
Lukyn Charity Cup. The Welwyn heat of the Portland Pairs
was won by Mark Hooper & Deborah Berwirtz who finished
25th overall, but in the consolidated national results Ann &
Cliff Short who finished 3rd at the heat crept up ahead of
them into 24th place to win the last of the prizes.
Diary dates: 22-23 July, Green Point County Swiss
Pairs/Teams, 12 noon, Ware. Entries to Alan Woof 07714
430650.

Kent’s Mike Hampton & Michael Prior came third.
Diary dates: 25 June, Phillimore Cup (Kent Swiss Pairs
Championship) and KCBA AGM, 11am.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
PRESTON Bridge Club represented Lancashire in
the Regional Final of the Garden Cities.
Congratulations go to Jackie Pye & Jeff Smith
who won the Martin Braid Pivot Teams at
Manchester Bridge Club with John Holland & Alan Mould.
This team also reached the Hubert Philips Bowl Final.
Andrew Petrie was in the winning team at the Merseyside
GP Teams at Deva and Marianne Farr & John Morrell and Jeff
Smith & Alan Nelson were joint winners of the Manchester
GP Pairs at Altrincham. Jeff & Ann Wilkins won the
Consolation Pairs at the Cumbria Congress and Bill & Liz
Wattleworth won the Open Pairs.
The LCBA Teams of Eight was won by Preston Bridge
Club.
Diary dates: 3-4 June, Yorkshire Congress, Harrogate; 30
June-2 July, English Riviera Congress, Torquay. 1-2 July, WBU
Swiss Pairs Congress, Llandudno. 7-9 July, EBU Summer
Seniors Congress, Eastbourne. 15-16 July, President’s Cup,
Manchester Bridge Club. 23 July, MCBA Swiss Teams,
Altrincham Bridge Club. 27-30 July, EBU Northern Summer
Festival, Scarborough.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the Kent team of
Patrick Collins, Peter Law, Derek Patterson,
Gerald Tredinnick, Mike Hampton, Michael
Prior, Norman Selway, Kay Preddy, Gerald Soper
and Colin Wilson who finished in joint second
place together with Middlesex in the Tollemache InterCounties Final. The event was won by London.
We are thrilled that Helen Erichsen was part of the team
winning the Lady Milne Trophy. Congratulations to her.
Norman Inniss won the EBU Life Masters Pairs (playing
with Richard Creamer of London).
The KCBA Swiss Pairs in March was won by Kent pair
Norman Selway and Kay Preddy (see picture). Kent pair John
Hemington & John Griffiths also took second place and

COUNTY
Teams
results:
Home
vs
Warwickshire, 1st team Lost 7-13; 2nd team
Lost 5-15; 3rd team Lost 4-16. Away vs
Worcestershire, 1st team Lost 8-12, 2nd team
Won 17-3, 3rd team Won 14-6.
The final Midland Counties League positions are: 1st team
(Dawes League) – 7th place; 2nd team (Porter Cup) - 6th
place; 3rd team (Markham Trophy) – 5th place.
National Pairs: Ben Norton & Simon Stokes finished in
10th place in the Solihull heat and thus qualified for the Final
Diary dates: 7 June, LCBA AGM & Presentations, Rothley.
10-11 June, Pachabo Cup, Daventry. 17 June, Leics CBA
Green Point Pairs, Spondon. 22-23 July, Notts Green Point
events, Spondon.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk

KCBA Swiss Pairs winners – Kay Preddy and Norman Selway
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THE County Pairs title was won by Alan & Drene Brown. This
was particularly notable as Drene has been unwell for some
months and only recently returned to playing bridge.
Congratulations also to Roy Hughes & Keith Stewart who
won the Bainton Cup and qualify for the Corwen Trophy.
The County’s initiative in staging ‘All-Comers Pairs’, to
provide friendly competition for those newer to events, is
proving successful. The pre-Christmas event was good fun
with a tie for 1st place between Aaron Hutton & Sue York and
Cos Corry & Chris Phillips. Ten tables took part in the second
event in April at Lincoln. Well done to Tony & Jean Tyler for
winning but, as in all these events, the taking part is just as
important.
Finally well done to City of Lincoln ‘A‘ team for qualifying
for the Regional Final of the Garden Cities Trophy.

www.ebu.co.uk

County members will be sad to learn of the passing of a
number of well-known players including Carole Rushforth
and Margot Blakeney, who played at Lincoln and elsewhere,
and Michael Redhead from Scunthorpe. They are all much
missed.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to David Wing and Nick
Dean on their triumphs in Lisbon – David was
third in the Men’s Pairs, second with David Schiff
in the Pre-Congress Pairs and won the Swiss
Teams with David Schiff and Anne Catchpole, while Nick
won the Men’s Pairs, was second in the Swiss Pairs and third
in the Pivot Teams.
At the Harrogate Spring Congress, Heather Bakhshi and
Claire Robinson were second in the Open Pairs and Mike Bell,
Sarah O’Connor and Kiril Delev were third in the Swiss
Teams.
At the Ranked Masters (see p54), Richard Creamer won
the Life Masters, Shahzaad Natt won the National Masters,
Lars McBride won the Masters and Mary Gordon-Smith and
Szczepan Smoczynski were third in the Regional Masters. Ben
Green won the National Pairs Regional Final.
Westminster School – Liam Sanderson, Theo Gillis, Oscar
Selby and Carlos Lapuerta won the Schools Cup, with Nick
Heymann in second place. The Harry Scully was won by Alex
Pemberton, with Jasmine Bakhshi second and Quentin
Gueroult third.
The London Congress will be on 15-16 July at the YCBC.
Enquiries to michaelrd.hill@btinternet.com.

that won the teams event at the North Wales Congress in April.
Diary dates: 7 June, Liverpool Open Pairs, LBC. 8 June,
Jim Davies Swiss Teams, Heswall BC. 27 June, Bill Hughes
Simultaneous Pairs, Deva BC. 15 July, President’s Cup,
Manchester. 18 July, Liverpool Open Teams, LBC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Martin Jones and Neil
Rosen on finishing runners up in the Camrose
Home Internationals, playing for England.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE NCBA has now been awarded charitable
status, and an extraordinary general meeting
has been held to bring this into effect.
The Norfolk Congress was a great success;
special thanks once again to Maureen Kimbley
for all her hard work, ably assisted by Peter Cotes. Amongst
the winners:
Ladies Pairs, Webster Trophy: Karen Blacklock & Trish
Foster; Mens Pairs, Baker Trophy: Tony Geschke & John
Howell; The Open Pairs and the Mixed Pairs, Haylock Trophy
were both won by Maureen Kimbley & Bogdan Drobny; and
the Neville Hill Cup was won by Matt Millson, Mike Walsh,
Andrew Thompson and Mike Fletcher. Congratulations to all
the winners, and to the many others who made the
competition so exciting and enjoyable.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
IN the Northern Easter Festival at Ilkley(see
p55) Bernard and Rhona Goldenfield won the
mixed pairs, John Holland and Jeff Smith won
Friday’s Open pairs, John Holland & Alan
Mould won the Swiss Pairs and Bernard & Rhona
Goldenfield, Kath & Alan Nelson won the Swiss Teams.
In London Ollie Burgess had an excellent result winning
the pairs with David Bakhshi in a field of over 100 pairs.
Congratulations to Rhona and Bernard Goldenfield, Gary
Hyett and Tracy Capal who won the North Wales Swiss Teams
at Wrexham.
The final of the EBU Mixed Pivot Teams will be held at
Manchester Bridge Club on Sunday 25 June. Spectators will
be welcome. The finalists are Jeff Smith, Jackie Pye, Alan
Mould, John Holland against Michael Byrne, Ollie Burgess,
Fiona Brown and Hugh McGann. Four of the eight finalists
are Manchester players.
Diary dates: 11 June, Summer Intermediate Pairs,
1.30pm, Altrincham. 22 July, Michelle Brunner Memorial
Swiss Mixed Pivot Teams, 1.00pm. 23 July, Green Point
Teams, 11.00am, Altrincham.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Liz Commins &
David Stevenson, who with teammates Adam
Aitken & Ian Smith from Carlisle won the
teams event at the Cumbria Congress
Well done to Tracy Capal who was part of the foursome

www.ebu.co.uk

North East
www.neba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS go to Shivam Shah for his
selection to the England Junior Team for the
White House internationals held in Amsterdam.
Also to Val Gibson and Pearl Murphy (Yorks)
along with the team of Margaret McCabe, Marion Curran, Pat
Barton and Catherine Longley who respectively won the Pairs
and Teams Events at the Scottish Women’s Weekend
Tournament.
The 2017 NEBA Congress is again to be held in the
splendid bridge facility at the Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel
from 3-5 November. Events on all three days, (Friday Open
Pairs, Saturday Swiss Pairs and Sunday Swiss Teams) will be
green-pointed.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
NORTHANTS has had a strong performance in
the Eastern Counties League this season
finishing third in Div 1, third in Div 2 and
second in Div 3.
Mark Tilley & Ufuk Cotuk came 9th in the National Pairs
final.
Congratulations to Mike Trask & Mark Tilley, winners of
the Eden Cup, NCBA's major championship pairs. Mike and
Mark will go on to represent the county in the Corwen, the
EBU national competition. Joint second placed pairs Jim
Deacon & Trevor Thrower will also go to the Corwen.
Congratulations to Team Durdin beating Team Miller in the
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final of the Broke Cup. Team White won in the final of the
Betts Bowl against Team Chadwick.
Diary dates: 3 May, Inter-Club Fixtures meeting, 7pm,
Kettering; 20 May, Teams of four inexperienced players, or
three inexperienced players and a mentor or teacher are
invited to enter the Mentored Pivot Teams at Bugbrooke; 20
May, One Day Green Point Swiss Pairs.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
IN the last county match of the year against
Cheltenham, Dawes tied 10:10, Porter lost 5:15
and Markham lost 4:16. Well done guys for an
overall successful season.
The winning 'County Teams of 4' are Irene &
John Auld and Bill Whalley & Pravin Tailor who will represent
Nottingham in the Pachabo. Good luck guys!
The highly successful Nottinghamshire Café Bridge event,
now in its 5th year, was won by Steve Fordham and Toni
Smith (see picture). This sell out event attracts out of county
and some foreign players. The next event is scheduled for
October 2017. Nottinghamcafebridge@live.co.uk for details.
Diary dates: 20 May, Charity Bridge Drive dedicated to
Dinah Mairs who supported ‘Fight for Sight’, NBC 20 May.
Contact cathyturski@virginmedia.com. 28 May, Retford Swiss
Teams, 2pm, Blyth Village Hall. Contact sandy24125@aol.com.
22-23 July, Nottingham Green Point Swiss Pairs.

Diary dates: 10-11 June, Oxfordshire Congress, The
Marlborough School, Woodstock. 4-7 Sep, The OBA Oxford
Festival of Bridge. Further information on both these events
is on the OBA website.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
CONGRATULATIONS to Sam Anoyrkatis for
winning, with his brother Theo, the U21 Pairs
competition at the EBU’s London Easter Festival.
In the Devon Congress Swiss Teams held in
April, Roger Sweet played in the winning team with
Warner Solomon, Pat Davies and Stefan Lindfors. Alan & Jette
Bailey, Sheila Coda and Dave Latchem came a commendable
third, and Sally Stuttard, Chris Thomas, Gillian Toogood and
Gordon McBride finished 7th.
The Somerset AGM will take place on 25 June at
Woolavington Village Hall followed by Swiss Teams. From
this year there will be no charge for bridge or afternoon tea.
Full details will be on the website and notices at clubs.
Nominations and resolutions should be submitted to the
Secretary by 10 June.
Diary dates: 25 June, SCBA AGM, Woolavington Village
Hall, 1pm followed by Swiss Teams event. 29 Sep-1 Oct, West
of England Congress at the Winter Gardens, Weston Super
Mare. Full details and online entry forms are available on the
SCBA website.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
Judy Mitchell organised an excellent county
congress. The winner of the pairs were Jason
Hackett & Adrian Kenworthy, with David
Debbage & Paul Hackett coming a close second
and Tim Chanter & Helen Wildsmith taking third place. The
winners of the Swiss Teams were Jill Mumford, Arni AnidjarRomain, Aleksandar Lishkov and John Dakin (pictured below)
with Stuart Matthews, Mark Weeks, Julian Merrill and Paul
Roberts coming second.
Café Bridge winners: Steve Fordham & Toni Smith

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
IN the Swiss Teams at the EBU Harrogate Congress,
Kathy & Denis Talbot’s team came 2nd and
Aleksandar Lishkov’s team was 4th.
At the EBU Ranked Masters, Paula Hopkinson &
Hugh Thomson were 2nd in the Premier Life Masters section.
Matthew Covill was 2nd in the Swiss Pairs at the Wiltshire
Congress and Sandra Nicholson & Krys Kazmierczak came
4th in the Swiss Teams.
Trevor Dawn & Robert Gasser came 2nd in the
Wednesday heat of the EBU Club Stratified Swiss Pairs.
Well done to juniors, William Wauchope, Thomas Potter,
Freddie Yu and Richmond Yeung on third place in the
Loughborough Schools’ Cup at the Young Bridge Challenge.
In the Harry Scully Trophy, Henry Rose, playing for the
England U16 second team was 2nd.
Congratulations to Oxford A on winning this season’s
Wessex League without losing a match and qualifying for the
Garden Cities Trophy.
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Shropshire Congress Swiss Team winners, L to R: Aleksandar
Lishkov, John Dakin, Arni Anidjar-Romain and Jill Mumford

Jeff Jones & Dominic Wilson won the Regional Masters
Pairs (see p54) and continued their success by winning the
Shrewsbury Pairs. Marcus Eassom & Martyn Watkinson were
second and Brian Nicholls & Keith Shuttleworth were third. A
close finish in the Bearn saw Roger Keane & David Beavon
hold off a late challenge by Dave Debbage & Edward Levy.
James Vickers & Bill Sherman finished third.

www.ebu.co.uk

Jason, Justin and Paul Hackett reached the semifinals of
the Cavendish teams at Monaco and Paul continued the week
by winning the teams at Harrogate. He added to his trophies
by getting to the semifinals of the Bangkok teams, losing to
Hong Kong, but winning the playoff for third place. Adrian
Kenworthy & Jason Hackett finished 4th at Córdoba, Spain
and Jason also finished 4th at Gijon, Spain.
Andrew Robson will be giving masterclasses at the Stone
House Hotel on 23 November.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
JANE Moore was a member of the winning team at
the Wiltshire GP Swiss Teams. At the Norfolk
Congress Jan Havard-Davies & Rosemarie Mascall
won the Markwell Trophy; Peter Bushby & Richard Evans
won the Bob Lawton Multiple Teams and came second in the
Men's Pairs.
Diary dates: 21 June, Mixed Pairs (incorporating Married
Pairs) Lavenham, 7pm. 12 July Seniors' Pairs, 7pm, Clare. 13
Sep, Ladies' & Men's Pairs, 7pm, Lavenham. 30 Sep-1 Oct,
Felixstowe Congress.

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
CONGRATULATIONS to Lars McBride & Lis
Bingham who won the Ranked Masters Pairs (see
p54).
The County AGM will be held on 2 July at 4pm
at Oxshott Village Hall. There will be a pairs event of a
maximum of 36 boards either side of the AGM commencing
at 1pm. The committee are looking for new members to assist
with event planning and administration for the county.
Surrey is the largest county in the EBU and the committee are
interested to hear from anyone who would like to help us.
Diary dates: 28 Aug, Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs Bank
Holiday Monday, 1pm, Oxshott. 7x7 boards. Free tea, coffee
and biscuits available. Food available to order for the interval.

Sussex

Ma Browns (Steve Green, Graham Link, Nick Stevens,
Colin Dean, David Kenward and Gareth Roberts) have won
the Coventry League A Division with a match to spare, from
Menagerie and Taverners. The B and C divisions winners were
Wyverns and Caludon respectively.
At the Coventry and North Warwickshire BC Congress
the winners of the Jaguar Swiss Teams was Margaret Wort,
Jason Hackett, Simon Creasey and Darren Evetts, while the
Binley Bowl was won by David and Valerie Ivens.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
SOME 72 players attended our AGM and the
handicapped Chairman's Cup was won by
Rina McGarel-Groves & Tony Olech.
At the Devon Congress, Pat Davies won the Swiss Pairs
(with Devon’s Warner Solomon) and Nick Forrest & Ed
Leatham came 4th. Pat was also in the team that came first in
the Swiss Teams, with the all Wiltshire team of Richard
Moore, John Treble, Roger Karn and Roger Bendall runnersup and the Webb team (Colin & Gayle Webb with David &
Margaret Thackaberry) winning six of their seven matches.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
AS the season draws to a close, we reflect on a
disappointing season in the Midland InterCounty League and resolve to improve next year!
Worcestershire were 4th in the Dawes, 5th in the
Porter and 6th in the Markham.
On a brighter note, individual pairs did better. Jane
Morton & Stewart Fishburne won the Solihull heat of the
Portland Pairs, coming fifth nationally, and John Dowbiggin
& Mike Vetch were fourth in the Regional Masters Pairs.
Droitwich BC (Eddy & Jette Blackburn, Rufus Ulyet,
Lorna Fellows, Terry Collins, Paul Greaves, Eve Doyle,
Stephanie Forward) won the Garden Cities heat and
represented Worcestershire in the Regional Final.

Yorkshire

www.sccba.co.uk

www.ycba.co.uk/

MANY congratulations to Oliver Powell & Jonathan
Derrick who played in the England U26 team that
won the Junior Camrose held in Ireland
Very well done to Julian Mitchell & Peter Clinch
who finished an excellent 2nd (out of 50) in the
National Pairs Final.
Diary dates: 4 June, SCCBA Blue-Pointed Sussex Candles.
25 June, the SCCBA Venture Pair. 23 July, EBU/SCCBA Green
Pointed Swiss Teams. 21 Sep, SCCBA Golf/Bridge Day,
Cooden Beach. More details on the SCCBA website.

Congratulations to the following:
Sandy Davies & Tom Gisborne won the EBU
Grand Masters Pairs (see p54); Arthur Hughes &
Raphael Grossman won the EBU Northern Pairs.
EBU Harrogate Spring Congress: the Mixed
Pairs was won by Gill Copeland & George Bak, the Open Pairs
by Tom Cohen & Phil Morrison, and the Improvers Pairs by
Kathy & Andrew Pearson. In the Swiss Pairs, James Thrower
Degsy Williams were second and Jack Stocken & Bill
Townsend were third. In the Swiss Teams, Sandra Penfold &
Brian Senior were in the winning team and Pearl & Denis
Murphy in the second-placed team.
Susan Ribbons & Lesley Easton won the Yorkshire
Improvers Pairs.
Diary dates: 15 June, John Gerrard Simultaneous Pairs,
various clubs. 25 June, Malton Cup, York. 28 June, Peter
Littlewood Memorial Pairs, Sheffield. 9 July, Waddington
Cup, Leeds. 16 July, Yorkshire Flitch, Doncaster. 23 July, Play
without the Experts Swiss Pairs, York. 27-30 July, EBU
Scarborough Summer Congress.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
STEVE Green & Martin Jones won the inaugural
Warwickshire County Premier Pairs League, an
event played over five sessions.
The winners of Warwickshire Seniors’ Teams
were Bob & Stephanie Galvin, Jon Downing &
Julian Wernick.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 21
Hand 1
´ J43
™J8
tAQJ8
® A J 10 2

W

N

E
Pass

S
1™

?

Double. With an opening hand
and support, or at least tolerance, for the unbid
suits, you should make a takeout double. If you wait
for four cards in the other major every time, you
will be passing too often. Partner's bid might help
you with the lead if the opponents play in hearts.

Hand 2
´ A K 10 9 6
™5
t2
®AKQ973

W
1®

N
Pass

E
1™

S
Pass

?

2´. Although you have only 16 points in high cards,
the hand has tremendous playing strength. This
jump shift rebid creates a game force, leaving plenty
of space to find the best trump fit and discover
whether you should be in a game or a slam. You do
not need to jump to 4´ as 2´ is forcing.

Hand 3
´ J642
™QJ42
t8
®AK62

W

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

1®. On a part score deal, which this surely is,
ownership of the higher ranking suit is crucial.
Holding both majors, you stand a good chance of
outbidding the opponents. A commonly used rule in
fourth seat is to add your HCP to your spades and to
open if the total comes to 15 or more. This hand
satisfies the rule.
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Hand 4
´ 7642
™ A 10 8 6 4
tKJ9
®Q

click

by Julian Pottage
W
Pass
?

N
Pass

link

E
1®

S
3™

Pass. These days a double would be for takeout, and
you do not want to do that. While it would show
four spades and the sort of values you hold, you
would rather defend. If you can make 3NT or 4´,
surely you can obtain a useful penalty. Pass
smoothly and hope partner reopens with a double.

Hand 5
´7
™9743
tAKJ8
® AQJ8

W

N

E

S

1t

Pass

1´

Pass

?

1NT. You have a choice here between 2® and 1NT.
The former would show your second suit but might
lead to a contract producing few matchpoints. 1NT
has the merit of showing values and puts you in the
highest-scoring denomination.

Hand 6
´ AKQ9
™ 10 9 8
t63
®AQ94

W

N

E

S
1NT1

?
1

12-14

Double. With a better hand than the opener, you
make a penalty double. Your side is favourite to hold
the balance of power, which means you should
defeat 1NT more often than not. There is also the
chance of finding game by announcing your 15
points.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Club Live
Dropping In and Out

click

By Barrie Partridge

M

ost of the bridge played in Bridge Club
Live takes place in the Daily MP Pairs
Room. We play with either a prearranged or a pick-up partner and play as many
rounds of four boards each as we wish to play. The
system puts us against another pair also ready to
play a new round. There are 96 boards available to
play within any 24 hour period from 7am to 7am
the next day, so almost no one ever runs out of
available boards! You can have different partners for
different rounds and Master Points are awarded on
an individual basis to those playing at least 16
boards and finishing in the top quarter of that field.
It’s very flexible and we call it DIDO for Drop In,
Drop Out!
Some like to play IMPed Pairs and there is a more
traditional set-time 18 board duplicate movement
once a day which attracts several tables. This deal is
from a recent IMP Pairs Tourney:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ Q62
™ J76542
t 3
® Q53
K 10 9 5
´ J4
N
A3
™ K
W
E
K 10 8 7
t 96542
S
872
® A 10 9 6 4
´ A873
™ Q 10 9 8
t AQJ
® KJ

link

South’s 1™ opening was raised to 4™. Two
declarers made 4™ on a ™A lead, crashing ™K!
One declarer got a club lead to the ace and a club
back. Declarer exited with a trump taken by ™K and
East led back a diamond. Declarer guessed the
diamonds right by not finessing.
It appears there is a spade loser in addition to ™A
but declarer led tQ, covered by tK and ruffed in
dummy. Declarer now ruffed his boss club to return
to hand and cashed tJ, throwing a spade in dummy
to reach this position:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
K 10 9 5
A
10
–

Q6
J765
–
–
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J4
–
96
10 9

A873
Q 10
–
–

He exited with a trump to ™A. West didn’t want
to lead t10 to give declarer a ruff and discard, so
instead led a spade. Declarer rose with ´Q which
held the trick and the contract was made on an
elimination and endplay!
Join us for fast, fun and friendly bridge in a
format that suits you at www.bridgeclublive.com,
the only online bridge club based in the UK.
r

Bridge Club Live, the only Uk based online bridge club, offers:
• Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format that
suits you
• Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs and
social games
• Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events
www.ebu.co.uk

• Full bidding and play records of every deal
played
• System cards for new and regular
partnerships
• Discussion forums and members’ reunions
• EBU Master Points
June 2017 English Bridge
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Paul Bowyer’s Gentle Counting Quiz from page 10
Q1. How might you play this one in 3NT after the
following bidding?
W
Pass
Pass

N
Pass
2t

E
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

S
1™
3NT

J5
K 10 9
K8532
K64

Q2. How might you play in 2´ after the following

auction? Yes, West’s 1NT showed 12 to 14 points.
W
1NT
Pass

N
Pass
Pass

E
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

S
2´

965
KJ64
K73
975

N
W

N

E

Hand 1.
South plays in 3NT
West leads ´A

´
™
t
®

W

Hand 2.
South plays in 2´
West leads ®A

S

9732
AJ63
AQ
AQJ

West cashes the ´A-K-Q-10 (East following to
three rounds) and switches to the ®10.
How might you play this one? Note that the hand
may come down to locating the ™Q.
First, note that possession of nine points in the
guise of the three top spades does not preclude the
possibility that West has the ™Q.
Right . . . you take the club in hand, you unblock
the diamonds (both opponents following with
small cards), cross to the ®K and try your luck with
the tK. A 3-3 diamond break would see you home
with no heart guess needed.
Nope. East shows out on the tK. What next?

E
S

´
™
t
®

AKJ842
93
A2
J 10 4

West cashes the three top clubs and switches to
the t10. What is your plan?
Well, you may as well see how your luck is today
in trumps, so you cash the two top ones. On the
second round East chucks a diamond. So you have
three club losers and a trump loser for sure. What’s
your best chance to ensure that you do not lose two
hearts?
When you lead a heart towards dummy’s ™K-J
West plays low smoothly. Do you play the king or
the jack? Why?

ANSWERS
A1. You must take the heart finesse for the queen
through East. West has already shown up with the
´A-K-Q and, now diamonds are known to be 4-2,
the tJ. That’s 10 points, so possession of the ™Q is
unlikely given that he is a passed hand.
Hand 1.

´
™
t
®

A K Q 10
854
J 10 7 4
10 9

´
™
t
®

J5
K 10 9
K8532
K64
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

9732
AJ63
AQ
AQJ
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A2. You must play the ™J. West has already shown
up with the ®A-K-Q and the ´Q. He may have the
™Q but the ™A would make his hand too strong for
a weak no-trump.
Hand 2.

´
™
t
®

864
Q72
96
87532

´
™
t
®

Q 10 3
Q872
10 9 4
AKQ

´
™
t
®

965
KJ64
K73
975

´
™
S
t
®
AKJ842
93
A2
J 10 4
N

W

´
™
t
®

E

7
A 10 5
QJ865
8632

www.ebu.co.uk

Neil Rosen’s quiz on Lebensohl from page 8
You are sitting South. What would you bid if the
auction goes:
West
2™ (weak)

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

North
Dble

Hand A
J853
74
Q9643
K7

Hand B
872
84
J943
Q873

´
™
t
®

Hand D
Q5
743
K8743
A87

East
Pass

´
™
t
®

Hand E
Q72
KJ86
KQ6
873

´
™
t
®

South
?

´
™
t
®

Hand C
Q3
873
K9854
652

Hand F
A876
742
KQ65
A2

ANSWERS
A Bid 2´, natural but non-forcing (0-7 approx).

Note our choice of 2´ rather than showing the
diamond suit (via 2NT of course!). The key is that
partner will always have at least three cards in
spades for their double (unless they are very
strong and intending to bid again) whereas if they
are off-shape it will be the minor that is lacking.
B Yuk yuk yuk. Remember you have to bid

otherwise 2™ doubled will be the contract, surely
making! I recommend bidding 2NT then passing
the relatively forced 3® bid from the doubler. It is
not perfect but at least partner is unlikely to make
it worse by bidding on further since they know
that 2NT shows 0-7 HCPs.
C 2NT – a more straightforward example of

Hand G
´ AJ962
™86
tKQ4
®985

showing a weakish response to a take-out double.
Bidding 2NT then 3t shows 0-7 points and is
obviously non-forcing.

Hand H
´ AQJ762
™A5
tA74
®Q5

D 3t – relatively minimum for this. It is showing

diamonds with constructive/invitational values
(8-11 approx). It is not forcing but quite
encouraging if partner fancies bidding on with a
15-count or so (or better of course).
E A total nightmare for Lebensohl users. The main

Answers to crossword on page 38
1
8

T
R

2

3

Z I

I

7

6

9

N G O V E R D O

10

A N T

12

5

4

R R U P T E D
I

S O C

I

11

A L

13

I

N E R T C A C M A

P

I

16

S

15

14

R F R A N K L

A T

S U M A C O E
19

18

E G W A M B O O S
20

S

A

I

21

L O R

B O N S

23

C L

Y

17

A

I

S U

I

T
T

22

A N N E

E A R C U T G S

www.ebu.co.uk

loss is giving up a natural 2NT (10-12) in
response to the take-out double. My advice is to
jump to 3NT and hope for the best! PS don’t show
this article to any inexperienced players please!
F 2NT then cue bid 3™. This is to show four cards

in spades with no heart stopper. There is plenty of
room to use direct bids or via 2NT to show/deny
stoppers etc – it’s generally better for individual
partnerships to make their own arrangements
here.
G 2NT – then 3´. I recommend this as invitational

with five cards in spades.
H 3´ – a bit controversial this one, slightly against

established mainstream theory. I find it much the
best to play this as forcing to game and not
invitational if we are able to jump. The chances of
a slam after they open a weak two are actually
quite high.
r
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Michael Byrne’s quiz from page 24
Your partner opens 1™ and the auction
proceeds:
1™
2®
3®
1
(4th Suit Forcing)

–
–
–

1´
2t1
?

Here are various hands you, as responder, might
hold. Which ones look like you have a good fit and
which look like you have a bad fit?
Have a look at each and decide which you would
be thinking of trying for a slam and which you
would be keen to hold back and stop in either 5® or
3NT, partner having shown opening values and 5-5
in hearts and clubs.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
AQJ62
J
KJ76
KJ3

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
976543
KJ
A2
AQ3

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AKJ76
3
AK65
765

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
AQ43
82
AK3
J763

ANSWERS
1 This hand contains 16 points with most of the
strength in spades and diamonds. This is wastage
because partner has at most three cards in these
suits, and whichever way round they are (whether
he has a singleton spade and a doubleton diamond
or vice versa) the secondary strength is not pulling
its weight. The fact you have a singleton heart is not
that useful as you only have three trumps with
which to ruff. You should bid 3NT in order to stop.
2 This is the best hand, only a 14 count but all of
the cards are golden. Your spade holding makes it
certain partner will be short in that suit (if he has
two spades then the opponents have ten diamonds
between them, they would have bid) and you have
fitting honours in both his suits. Even opposite a
moderate opening bid such as the one here the slam
is laydown. Take away one
´6
of his minor honours (®J
™ AQ763
or ™Q) and slam is still OK
tK7
if not trivial. There is also
®KJ542
an excellent chance that
partner is void in spades, in
which case any opening hand will produce 12 tricks.
3 Like the first hand, this is similarly bad. The
´K-J is totally wasted and you have no honours in
partner's suits. Even if partner has ®A-K-Q and the
™A (giving you no top losers) you will have plenty
of work to do to get 12 tricks. Again 3NT as a sign
off is best.
4 Here we have a good hand for partner on this
auction. Only the ´Q is wasted – everything else is
working. You have all of partner’s spade and
diamond losers covered, and the 4th trump and
doubleton heart will make establishing his side suit
easier. It is fair to raise to 4® and then initiate cue
bidding to look for a slam.
r
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COUNTY NEWS – LOCAL RESULTS
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
THE County Mixed Pairs held in April has
been won by Irene Robinson & Mike
Huggins with Chris King & Paul Bennett and
Mike & Cathy Davies in joint second place.
The Final of the County Knock-Out is
between the teams led by Graham Hartley
(Brierley, Jones & Dixon) & Robert Glass (Rickard, Letts,
Urbanski, Channack & Wibberley) .
In the Avon Leagues Division 3 has been won by Richard
Blacknell, Gill Davies, Muriel Bailey, Sue O'Hara, Mary
Mckenzie & Gerry Gowling.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
RITA & Brian Keable won the BBA County Pairs
Final in February. Milton Keynes won the Inter
Club Teams-of-8 in March. Team members
were: Iain Roberts & Alan Oddie, Janis Maurins
& David Woulds, Ron Davis & Lynne Emmett,
Rita & Brian Keable. Tony Bolton & John Brown won the BBA
Swiss Pairs at the end of March which was held at Leighton
Buzzard Rugby Club.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
THE Perkins Cup was won by James Chapman,
Mike Wenble, Pat Dowdeswell & Mike Ribbins.
Runners-up were David Perkins, Chris Mooney,
Herb and Carole Mueller.
Congratulations to Gisela Martin & Dale
Thomas on winning the Friendly Pairs, runners-up Jane Tozer
& Mike Miller and 3rd placed Jackie & Mike Tennant.
Berks won the annual Berks v Bucks Teams-of-16 Match,
and thus retained the Phil Thornton Shield. Bucks were
winners of the A-Team match, but Berks won both the BTeam and the C-Team matches.
Over the season, 87 teams had competed in heats of the
Club Teams Championship played in 12 affiliated clubs
throughout Berks & Bucks. Of these, 24 teams qualified and
played in the final. The Committee Cup winners were Jenny
& Keith Sheppard and Sue & John Moor representing
Bracknell Forest BC. Runners-up were Ilan Sirkis & Chris
Shambrook and Stuart Townsend & Simon Roberts from
Loddon Vale BC.
Jennie Corfield & Bruce Franklin won the Director’s Cup
in the County Senior Pairs; Nigel Lancaster & Nigel Marlow
came 2nd. John Spiers & Ed Brennan took the Veterans’ prize.

Championship); Colin Pote & Pat Meade (Swiss Pairs
Championship); Janet Heath & Joe Bryant (John Perks Cup).
Truro A won the Club Teams of Eight Championship.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
THE Devon Pairs (Julia Chadwick) was won by
Jim Grant & Stefan Lindfors who qualify for the
EBU’s Corwen trophy together with the next
three pairs – Willie Hamilton & Pete Wood,
Ann Slee & Richard Lingham and Mike Hamon & Terry
Hirst.
The annual masterpoint lists for 2016 are now on the EBU
website at https://www.ebu.co.uk/mpreports/2016. Leading
Devon players in the six categories are Theo Anoyrkatis, Paul
Hide, Allan Beard, Barry Smale, Betty Golding and Warner
Solomon.
The Newton Abbot Rowcroft Swiss Teams was won by
Dick Andrews & Gaynor Wiseman, Robin Giles & Terry
Cannon, and raised £1500 for the chosen charity.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
FROST Rose Bowl: 1st Helen Ackroyd, Tim
Dunsby, James & Shirley Dutton, 2nd David
Berwitz, Robin Wright, Eugene Sheehan &
David Gill, 3rd Margot Wilson-Gardner, John Gardner, Anne
Allerston & Richard Denning.
Weymouth College Trophy: 1st Chris Stevens, Barrie
Cantello, Janet Smith & Alastair Cowley, 2nd Michael Yeo,
Andrew Barnett, Sarah Fazakerley & Geoff Cave, 3rd
Rosemary Hodder, Heather Masheter, Ann & Keith Beeson.
Garden Cities Qualifier: The Allendale 1 team of Miles
Cowling, Jeremy Dhondy, Janet Smith, Alan Wilson, Daphne
Philipps, Phil Norman, Krzysztof Ginda & Mark Hooper won
the qualifier and will represent Dorset in the regional final.
Dorset New Player/Improver Sims: 1st N-S Carole & Brian
Green, 2nd Trevor Cherry & Felicity Peachey, 1st E-W Penny
Mower & Jeff Vigon, 2nd Heather Tarbard & Julian Patten.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
CONGRATULATIONS to winners of recent
events in the county : Joe Bryant, Rob Jones,
Geoff Warren, Geoff Smith (Teams of Four

www.ebu.co.uk

Winners of the Frost Rose Bowl from left: Tim Dunsby, Shirley
Dutton, Helen Ackroyd, James Dutton.
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Essex

Kent

www.essexbridge.co.uk

www.kcba.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to:
Cornell Trophy: 1st Thorpe Bay B, 2nd
Lingwood. Thorpe Bay comfortably won the Teams
of Eight competition – the Ray Cornell Prize and
the right to represent Essex in the Garden Cities Competition,
with Mountnessing and Mid-Essex in joint second. Gwen
Herga Ladies: 1st, Pat Johnson & Fran Alexander; 2nd, Ann
Savory & Pat Wilkinson. Gwen Herga Gentlemen: Graham
Foster & Ashley Nicklin; 2nd, Jacek Lapszys & Michael
Watson. Spring Seniors: 1st, Chris Megahey & Alaric Cundy;
2nd, George & Maureen Vede; 3rd, Monty Krimgoltz & Cecil
Leighton. Overall Seniors Cup: 1st, Graham Foster; 2nd, Val
Mollison; 3rd, Chris Chorley & Paddy Murray. Essex Teams
of Four K-O: 1st, Marc Chawner, Paul Spencer, Peter
Franklin, Frank Morrison, Alan Cohen & Richard Register.
They defeated Theo Todman, David Tennet, Chris Taylor &
Albert Kitchin in the final.

CONGRATULATIONS to all our Kent
competition winners: Ravi Athwal & John Amor
for the Larsky Cup – Kent’s Championship Pairs
competition; runners-up John Hemington &
John Griffiths:
Tony Adams & Jim Wortley, winners of the George
Griffiths Cup – Kent Seniors’ Pairs Championship; runnersup Nick Irens & Norman Selway.
Club events:
Ashford BC Swiss Teams for the Charlton-Brooks Cup,
winners Shirley Goldwin, Brian Crack, Frank Wright &
Malcolm Lewis; runners-up Dave McVey, Nicky Adamson,
David Ellerby & Chris Lohan.
Swanley BC Spring Weekend, Pairs winners Bob Lewis &
Ricky Turrell, runners-up Jenny Kirkby & Lesley Pechey.
Teams winners Bob Lewis, Ricky Turrell, Sue Parkins & Mark
Wiggins, runners-up Sue Walsh, Steve Ripley, Mary Kendall &
Jo Lightfoot.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
THE County Pairs Championship, our qualifier
for the Pachabo Cup, was won by Pam Pearce &
Roy Collard, followed by Ian & Val Constable
and Richard Harris & Anne Swannell. The
winners of the county knock-out, qualifying to compete in
the Pachabo Cup, were Joe Angseesing, John Atthey, Richard
Butland, Richard Chamberlain and Paul Denning.
In the county league, Div 1 was won by the somewhat
similar team of Joe Angseesing, Paul Denning, Garry Watson,
Richard Butland and Richard Chamberlain. Div 2 was won
by Jim Simons, Patrick Phair, Richard Croot, Noel Downes,
Nigel Edmondson and Paul Smith (by 1 VP in a nail-biting
deciding match which was the last match played).
The Ace of Clubs Final was won by Diana & Ken Vowles
and the Leonard cup by Ruth Thomas & Caroline Bristol.
The winter teams was won by Ian and Val Constable, Roy
Collard, Steve Evans and Patrick Phair and the winter pairs by
Joe Angseesing & Keith Stanley.
Cheltenham Bridge Club ran another Cafe Bridge, this
time at Hatherley Manor. It was a huge success with 14 tables
in play. The winners were Malcolm Green & Anne Swannell
who won the Widdowson Trophy.

Top: Charlton-Brooks Cup – Shirley Goldwin, Brian Crack, Frank
Wright & Malcolm Lewis
Left: George Griffiths Cup – Jim Wortley & Tony Adams
Right: Larsky Cup – Ravi Athwal & John Amor

Leicestershire
Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
POTTAGE final (GP pairs): Ed Ahern & Ian Giles.
Pottage semi-final: Jeremy Dhondy & Andy
Hughes. Ladies’ Pairs: Diana Syms & Ursula
Henzell. Men’s Pairs: Chris Stevens & Alastair
Cowley. League Div 1 (teams of 4): Gareth Birdsall, Sonia
Zakrzewski, Adam Dunn, Graham Allan. Solent Trophy
(knock-out club teams of 8): Petersfield. Basingstoke Cup
(knock-out restricted club teams of 8): Basingstoke. Hicko
[knock-out handicapped club teams of 4]: Basingstoke C.
Valentine Teams: Steve Preston & Andy Hughes, Richard &
Christine Ray.
Diary dates: 10 June, Directors course: judgement rulings. 1
July, Directors course: assessment. Both events start at
10.30am at Basingstoke Bridge Club. Entries and further
information on HIOW website.
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www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
INTER-CLUB Teams of Eight League winners:
Div 1- Clarendon; Div 2 – Ashby ‘A’; Div 3 –
County ‘C’; Div 4 – Bradgate ‘B’.
The Joseph’s Bowl final (Championship
teams of four) will be between the Krantz and Gibson teams.
In the third place play-off the Mason team beat the Thakrar
team.
The Butterworth Langley Trophy final (Josephs Bowl
Plate) will be between the Tyler and Halford teams.
The Leicestershire Cup was won by Garry Whiteman’s
team (Mike Ayers, Mike Gould, Duncan Jones, Lucy Pathan &
Keith Preston) who defeated the Thompson team in the final.
The Leicestershire Plate final will be between Susan
Bowyer’s team and Irene Krantz’s team.
The Leicestershire Pairs League Divisional Leaders after
three rounds are: Div 1 – Jenny Grant & Bharat Thakrar;

www.ebu.co.uk

Div 2 – Ian Bruce & Mick Mahoney; Div 3 – Roger Cook &
Dave Pollard.
The Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs Championship): After
six of the seven rounds Peter Halford & John Milne lead with
Dick & Lucy Pathan in a very close second place.
The Wilde Cup (Restricted Teams of Four) was won by
Steve Foster, Brian Hughes, John Ruddock & Dennis Vesty
who defeated the Rees team.
The Mercury Students’ Trophy was won by Patrick &
Anthea Byrne with Anne Dawson & Trish Hunt in 2nd place.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
THE Lederer Memorial Trophy, held at the end of
February at the RAC in Pall Mall, was won by
Team Zia comprising Zia Mahmood, Anita
Sinclair, Simon Cope, Peter Crouch and Jan
Jansma. In second place was Janet de Botton’s team of herself,
Artur Malinowski, Thor-Erik Hoftaniska, Peter Bertheau,
Tom Townsend and Nick Sandqvist, with the Israeli team
third, comprising Michael Barel, Migry Campanile, Ilan
Bareket and Assaf Lengy.
The London Championship Pairs was won by Ludovico
Mori and Mark Golla (see picture below), with Ian Payn and
Franklin To second and Beata Ruminska and Stanislaw
Ruminski third.
The Garden Cities heat was contested by six teams from
four clubs and was won for the first time by the BTONs club.
The team members were Nigel Stuttard, John Bernard, Mike
Bull, Graham Horscroft, Gerry Weston, Jim O'Donoghue,
Tim Pelling and Ken Barnett.
The London Trophy Pairs was won for the second year
running by Peter Brook and Roy Westwater, with Paul and Liz
Bracken second and Ingleby Jefferson and Jenny Stack third.

Winners of the Championship Pairs, Ludovico Mori & Mark Golla

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
APRIL’S Intermediate Swiss Pairs at
Manchester Bridge Club proved popular, with
32 pairs entering. They played five rounds of
five board matches. Winners were Annie
Curtis & Jackie Lowrie with 79 VPs, five ahead of joint second
David Tattersall & Graham Wood and Lynda Grundy & Sheila
Nolan.
In the Ranked Masters events held in February, Kath
Nelson was runner up in the Premier Grand Masters Pairs,
Pete Foster won the Premier Life Masters Pairs and Tom Slater
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was second in the National Masters Pairs.
At the annual County Green Point Swiss Pairs, held in
March, the joint winners were Jeff Smith & Alan Nelson and
Marianne Farr & John Morrell who were just ahead of Kath
Nelson & Jeff Morris in third place.
The third Martin Braid Memorial Trophy Swiss Pivot
Teams competition was held in early April. The winners were
Jeff Smith, Alan Mould, Jackie Pye & John Holland, with
runners up David Debbage, John Hassett, Catherine Draper
& Andrew Woodcock. Janet Tolan, Andy Green, Stephen
Ward & David Sarabowski came third.
The best non expert team was Yvonne Dickinson, Helen
Dent, Jennifer Coupe & Geraldine Rankin.
In the Manchester League congratulations to Mouldy
Mutton Tours (Adrian Kenworthy, Jason Hackett, Alan
Mould, Ollie Burgess) who have won the league with a match
to spare.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
ERIC Howarth GP Teams: 1st, Catherine
Draper, Nicola Smith, Andrew Woodcock,
Andrew Petrie; 2nd, Dave Keen, Jean Keen,
Ted Reveley and Bob Pitts.
The Ladies teams event for the Jean Keen trophy was won
by Joy Blakey, Rhona Goldenfield, Babs Matthews and Joyce
White.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
IN February we held the Barbara Dick-Cleland
and Buxton Trophies for less experienced players.
Attendance was nearly twice last year’s nine
tables. The Barbara Dick-Cleland was won by
Nicky Cann & Marion Jones. The Buxton Trophy
was won by Graham Ware & George Caracataanis. The Really
Easy event at the Norfolk congress, with a lower entry than in
2016, was won by Rosemarie Robinson & Wendy Howard.
In March we held the Hudson Cup which is our qualifying
event for the Corwen Trophy. The winners were Stuart
Langridge and John Dennis. This was followed by the annual
Congress with entrants from across the country.
Our summer programme starts in April with events
hosted by Clubs around the County. On Sunday June 11th we
have two competitions on the same day – the Broke Trophy
for married couples and the Mills Knight for mixed pairs. On
June 25th is the Great Yarmouth Trophy, held for the first time
by Great Yarmouth Bridge Cub as a Blue Point event. It is
hoped these events and the Club ‘visits’ will be well
supported.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
THE final of the Chronicle Cup in February
resulted in the closest of finishes with Damian
Hassan & Bill March just edging out Frank
Springett & Brenda Osborne. Third place was
taken by Nichola Cockerill-Smith & Beverley Godfrey.
The heat of the EBU Portland Pairs at Darlington in
March was won by visiting pair Brian Senior & Sandra
Penfold who finished in third position nationally. Although a
little down the field, the top three local pairs in the national
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listings were Jill Rushton & David Turner, Irene Sharff &
David Gold, Audrey Bainbridge & John Dobson.
Overall winners of the Inter-Club League competition
were Hurwoth who finished just one point ahead of Brunton
‘A’ (2016 Champions). Divisional winners were Div B –
Durham ‘A’, Div C – Stockton ‘A’, Div D – St. George’s, Div E
(North) – Cramlington ‘B’, Div E (South) – Darlington ‘C’.
Congratulations go to all successful players.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
Gambit won the Teams of 8 in Div 1. Keyworth A
won Div 2 getting promoted along with Retford
B. Keyworth B won Div 3 thereby promoted with
Nottingham B. This is a fun league with a division
for every standard. Join us in the autumn for the
new season.
The winning 'County Teams of 4' are
Irene & John Auld, Bill Whalley & Pravin Tailor who will
represent Nottingham in the Pachabo. Good luck guys!
At this time of year many competitions draw to a close.
Here is the champions’ roll call:
NCBA Winter Pairs Champion
Steve Raine.
NCBA Farr Cup Similar pair
Steve Raine & Ankush Khandelwal.
NCBA Black Cup Mixed Pairs
Irene & John Auld.
Presented at the Nottingham BC AGM:
Broadhead Bowl
Bill Whalley & Pravin Tailor (second year running).
Max Radford Trophy
Pravin Tailor.
Poyser Cup
Liz Richardson & Joan Hardwick tie with Di Abbott &
Sylvia Goodlud.
City Cup (Butler Imps)
Steve Raine & Mark Goddard.
Jack Hammond Trophy
Lynne Cumberpatch (see picture).

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of the
Harwell Cup Teams of Four; Gillian Lonsdale,
Nigel Wilkes, Sandra Nicholson and Krys
Kazmierczak.
Congratulations to Oxford A on winning this
season’s Wessex League without losing a match and qualifying
for the Garden Cities Trophy.
There is still time to enter the Oxfordshire Congress on 10th
and 11th June which is being held again this year at The
Marlborough School in Woodstock. The OBA Oxford Festival
of Bridge is taking place from 4th – 7th September 2017.
Further information on both these events is on the OBA
website.
Diary dates: 20 July, OBA Management Meeting.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
WELLS A were the winners of the Teams of 8
played in March. The team was Sheena Lanham,
Andy Ridgers, Barbara Biggin, Anne Skinner, David
and Gina Howard, Eric Cummings and Ceri Pierce.
Winners of the SCBA Team KO Competition
were Colin Flood, Eric Cummings, and Jette & Alan Bailey
who beat the team of Roger Sweet, Michael Whittaker, Colin
Simcox & Frank Coltman.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
BEV Purvis, the EBU Club Liaison Officer,
visited Eccleshall, Nantwich and Stafford clubs
having a valuable exchange of information.
The Championship Pairs (Bearn) was won by
David Beavon & Roger Keane (see picture); 2nd, Ed Levy &
David Debbage; 3rd, Bill Sherman & James Vickers. These
players may all go on to compete for the Corwen Trophy.

Lynne Cumberpatch winning the Jack Hammond

Lucy Shillito Cup (for services to Nottinghamshire Bridge)
Toni Smith.
Cullen Cup
Mary & Richard Buller.
Eric Nunn Trophy
Fay Staton & Ian Iger.
Harry Lodge Memorial Cup
Jim & Georgina Lyons.
Well done all!
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Championship Pairs (Bearn) winners:
Roger Keane & David Beavon

Roger Keane’s team won the County League division 1 and
Jeff Jones’ team won division 2.
The mixed pairs at Stafford was won by Sylvia Ullmer &
Glyn Pugh.
Club Team Events (held over the winter months)
Shrewsbury Championship Teams: Graham Wenman &
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Martin Church, Lawrence Haynes & Marcus Eassom;
Shropshire Teams: Jeff Jones, Dom Wilson, Graham
Wenman, Martin Church & Warren Perks;
Stafford Shelley Handicap League: Sylvia Ullmer, Dave
Rowley, Helen Jones, Rose Jessop & Peter Collier;
Wolverhampton Winter Teams: Eileen Woolverton, Barrie
Jones, Jim Marchant & Mike Barlow.
The Blue Pointed Shrewsbury Swiss Pairs was won by Jeff
Jones & Dominic Wilson with Marcus Eassom & Martyn
Watkinson second and third Brian Nicholls & Keith
Shuttleworth.
The No Fear Pairs Competition was won by (NS) Alston
Davis & Margaret Latham and (EW) Marcus Eassom & Kate
Eccleston (SSCBA County Secretary).

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
EAST Anglia Bridge Weekend Swiss Teams
1st, Malcolm Pryor & Karen Pryor, Neil Bresler &
David Cooper; 2nd, Pat Johnson & Peter Scotting,
Sandy Riach & Chris Taylor; 3rd, Gillian Hall & Eileen
Townsend, James Tullett & John Barker.
East Anglia Bridge Weekend Swiss Pairs
1st, Roger Timmins & Michael Bradley; 2nd, Gabriel Ip &
Paul Darby; 3rd, David Willson & Simon Riley.
East Anglia Bridge Weekend Really Easy Pairs
1st, Jan Turner & Jean Gaffer, 2nd, Lynda Tibbs & Pam
Edmonds; 3rd, Tony Trathen & Mary Moir.
Jyl Marsh County Individual
1st, Dave Walker; 2nd, Marcus Hopkins, 3rd, John Pope.

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
CONGRATULATIONS to Graham Sadie &
Richard Granville for winning the Men’s Pairs, and
Michele Lundqvist & Sandra Cape for winning the
Ladies’ Pairs.
The County Pairs Cup had joint winners: Jeffrey Allerton
& Mike Scoltock and Frances Hinden & Graham Osborne.
The Plate was won by Bob James & Peter Hardyment.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of the
SCCBA Open Simultaneous Pairs in various Sussex
clubs who were Terry Fishlock & Jane Handley who
played in the Horsham heat. The runners-up were
Hortense Lott & Brian Cooper and in 3rd place were
Martin Haigh & Doris Strauss, with both pairs
playing in the Patcham heat.
Congratulations also to Hayes Dockrell who won the
SCCBA Individual Final and to Claire Grimes who was 2nd
and Eric Finney who was 3rd.
More congratulations to the West Sussex team of Tony
Harris, Judy Harris, Ivan Yeatman, Catherine Yeatman, Hazel
Beveridge, David Williams, Bridget Keates and Ed Barter who
won the Elisabeth North Trophy. This 'teams of 8'
competition is for club members who have less than 25,000
Master Points and 25 Green Points.
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Finally congratulations to the West Sussex team (Neil
Watts, Christine Jepson, Andrew Southwell, Ian Lancaster,
Peter Brown, Yves Lebrec, Matt Read and Philip Hunt) who
beat eight other teams to win the county Teams of Eight
event.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
THE season’s competitions have now been
completed, winners being as follows:
County Championship Teams:
Fishburne (Stewart Fishburne, Mike Willoughby,
Ian Thompson, Simon Harrison). In the Plate,
Vetch plays Jephcott.
County Championship Pairs:
Richard Jephcott & John Sansom.
Pairs Ladder:
Stewart Fishburne & Mike Willoughby
Phillipps:
Stewart Fishburne & Ian Thompson

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Margery Cartwright Simultaneous Pairs
1st, Denis Murphy & Kevin Hawkins
(Huddersfield); 2nd, Jan Springett & Richard
Kempner (Leeds); 3rd, John Kitteridge & Christine
Hartley (Garforth); 4th, Richard Bertram & John
Little (Beauchief).
Yorkshire Improvers Pairs
1st, Susan Ribbons & Lesley Easton (Leeds); 2nd, Colin
Robinson & Janet Hardcastle (Bradford); 3rd, Tony
Harmer & Ian Bergel (Pannal).
Affiliated Teams
1st, Doncaster (Barbara Boaler, Julia Staniforth, Richard
Draycott & Geoff Kenyon); 2nd, Malton (Annette & Mike
Jackson, Philip Mason & Richard Hilton)
Yorkshire Pairs
1st, Alan Brosgill & Robin Jepson; 2nd, Bazil Caygill &
Matthew Kiggins; 3rd, Tony McNiff & Bill Townsend; 4th,
Frank Littlewood & David Musson.
Yorkshire Golf Clubs
Moor Allerton B (Neville Bush, Martin Edge, Howard
Senior, Godfrey Jackson & Michael Killen) defeated Moor
Allerton C (Henry Irving, Terry Read, Jackie Cowan,
James Denton & June Wiener) in the final.
Scarborough Congress
Men’s Pairs: Peter Baxter & Ted Latham. Ladies’ Pairs:
Agnes Baxter & Janet Latham. Mixed Pairs: Gill & Alistair
Copeland. Championship Pairs: Paula Conner & Peter
Franks.
Championship Teams: David Lewis, Martin
Carlile, Steve Roswald & Mel Wilder.
Yorkshire Cup Final
1st, Doncaster (Frank White, Witold Dudek, Maureen
Jones & Philip Taylor); 2nd, Ilkley (Tony Watson, Stephen
Clifford, Mike Hopkins & Tish Hopkins).
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EVERTON WEEKES
Everton Weekes (one of the greatest batsmen in West Indian history)
later represented Barbados at bridge.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Everton_Weekes
According to Wikipedia he was born in 1925 making him now 92
years old. After retiring from international cricket, ‘Weekes also found
time to work as a television and radio cricket commentator, known for
his acerbic wit and deep knowledge of the game and began to play
Dominoes and Bridge competitively, representing Barbados in
regional Bridge championships. The New York Times referred to his
style as “aggressive".’
What a great story - thank you Mike Leach - Letters, p52.

In Memoriam
e

SHEILA CAVES (Bedfordshire): Sheila passed away
on 27th March after a short stay in hospital. She
was very involved with Milton Keynes Bridge Club,
helping to build it up into the success it is today,
including being a former Chairman and Treasurer
for many years. Along with her husband Alan they
organised many overseas bridge holidays.

CHANDRA RAMAMOORTHY (Northamptonshire):
Chandra Ramamoorthy was a long-standing
member at Stamford, and had represented
Northants in ECL, playing for Cambs and Hunts in
recent years.
Known as Harry Ram, he was supportive of the
building of the new club house at Stamford, helped
find a builder who built it at cost for them, and
suggested solutions to problems that came up
during the project.

BRIAN COOK: 1936-2017 (Devon)
Brian was editor of English Bridge from 2001 to 2007. Writing in the
magazine after Brian's final issue, then Chairman Sally Bugden said ‘(Brian)
has been a consummate professional throughout his editorship. Personally
speaking, he has been a pleasure to work with, and has provided a huge
amount of support to the EBU’s role in developing bridge in England. We
thank him for his excellent contribution . . . he leaves the magazine in
extremely good shape’.
Brian was a renaissance man - interested in chess, music, antiques, coins,
stamps, gardening, DIY, youth work and sport. He taught bridge locally and
at Kingsbridge Community College. He was a stalwart of the Kingsmen
Barbershop Chorus which has raised £95,000 for charities. He was instrumental in getting the Kingsbridge
swimming pool built and ran three London Marathons.
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